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Health center revamps excuse policy
By Andrea Gray
STAFF WRITER

As the fall and winter months
approach, more and more students will get sick, which means
missed classes and make-up
exams. Most professors are
understanding of this fact, but
some professors can be skeptical
of students who continually miss
class. The student health center
has found a way to validate a student's illness and make profes-

sors happy.
I hi' health center now has a
new policy concerning medical
excuses The new policy states
that if a professor wants proof of
illness, the professor can write a
request including the students
name, HID number, reason for
verification and the professor's
signature. Students can then take
this request to the student health
services in exchange for a "sick
slip," which will serve as the stu-

dent's medical excuse.
Before this policy, the health
center did not issue "sick slips" or
medical excuses to verify illness.
The health center still discourages students from visiting the
health center to verify illness, but
has issued this policy to be used
in extreme situations at the
request of the professor only.
Most professors are electing to
not use the new policy.

" I feel that there arc other ways
of documenting illness, but I
respect the health center's policy," Melissa Spirek, journalism
professor, said.
"I have never requested |medicalexcusesl of my students. I feel
that they are grown up enough to
make their own decisions about
illness," English professor Susan
Cruea said.
Most professors and students
feel that students should be

Virtual
tour will
highlight
U. history

misted to make their own decision about illness. Some professors may require other forms of
verification such as prescription
cards, hut most professors will
simply take the student's word
and hold them responsible for
any work or exams that they
missed.
However, this new policy will
accommodate both professors
and students if special circumstances arise.

"I have never
requested excuses
of my students. I
feel they are grown
up enough to
make their own
decisions."
SUSAN CRUEA,
ENGLISH PROFESSOR

Local students
make the most out
of living through
thick and thin - ice

By Cra* Gitford
CiVf-US EDITOR

111 this day of high technology,
the University is installing a new
virtual museum onto its web site,
in order to make the BCiSU community more aware of the
University's history.
This new feature, which the
University is hoping to have available within the next several
weeks, will contain memorabilia
in the areas such as an and architecture, athletics, the little red
school house, popular culture
and the music library collections.
"We want to highlight something the University owas, that
maybe not everybody knows
about," said Linda IXibb, executive vice president.
According to I.ee FloroThompson, the web page designer for the project, once the museum becomes available to students it will only be in its beginning stages. I lowever, the museum will grow over time as collections of memorabilia become
available and are added.
As of now, memorabilia ranging from the 1840s to die 1990s
have been collected, as well as 300
frames of photos, which have
been taken by David Hampshire,
the photographer for the museum, said Steve Kendall, multimedia production manager.
According to Dobb, this museum can serve several functions.
"Hopefully students will see
this stuff online and use it to do
research or just enjoy them."
Dobb hopes that through the
virtual • museum, students will
become more aware of some of
the things on campus, including
the carving on the facade of the
library and the Kent State sculpture.
"For example," Dobb said, "students from Akron might be interested in knowing the artist of the
carving on the facade of the
library now owns an art gallery in
Akron."
Kendall believes that the virtual
museum will be good to let students see a broader picture of the
University.
"It will give them a better feel
for the tradition, culture and the
people that are here. It will also
give them a feel of the place rather
than just through classes and
buildings."
According to Kendall, the various departments on campus that
have made donations to the
museum have been cooperative
and are looking forward to having
their collections displayed.
"They are real proud of these
collections and that they will be
made available to a larger range of
people," Kendall said.
Various collections that students own and may want to
TOUR,PAGE 2

White so bright it hurts your eyes
on a sunny afternoon.
What used to be charred and black
a year ago - Sept. 1,1999 - has been
repainted a brilliant paper-white.
Everything inside is soft beige and
ivory - carpet, walls, doors.
The Igloo house - so named for its
unusual construction, very unlike
the typical small-town clapboard
house - is actually more like an
adobe, southwestern-style home
than an Alaskan one.
KspeciaUy after the fire it withstood, which would have melted a
real igloo and devoured a clapboard
house.
One year after the fire, students
again are living in one of Bowling
Green's famous landmarks. They're
new tenants, having moved in May of
this year, but they're keeping with the
trend of student occupancy of the
Igloo.
Stacey Staruch, senior exercise
specialist major, said that she and her
friends stumbled across renting the
Igloo by chance.
"We were looking for houses late,
and we didn't think it was for rent,"
she said. But it was. "We decided to
live here even not knowing what it
was like. We didn't know what it
looked like inside but we knew the
house. It was, like, a historic house in
B.G."
Staruch shares the Igloo with
Traccy Cremer, a senior health promotions major, and Amanda Yeary. a
dental hygiene major at Owens
Community College.
Even without the 'publicity' of last
fall's fire, the Igloo house is pretty

Mai> Beth MurttuBG News

BRIGHT WHITE SIGHT: The Igloo rises proudly out of the lot at 117 Manville.

well-known throughout town.
"When people ask where we live,
we just say 'the Igloo,' and everyone
knows where it is," said Staruch.
Inside the house is a combination
of college-style living (old, slipcovered
couches) and retro touches, like
arched entryways and iron doorknobs. The rooms are huge - two of
the six bedrooms are at least 10 feet by
12, with walk-in closets big enough to
fit a twin bed into. Two bedrooms are
even more spacious, with double
racks in the gigantic walk-in closets.
"That's the best part about this
house - the closets arc huge. You can

throw everything in there," said
Staruch.
The closet count stops at 10 -bedrooms, hall closets, downstairs closets
- not counting pantries, empty rooms
in the basement, and the extra bedroom' - a window-less room about 7
feet by 12. Storage space isn't an issue
for the tenants.
like many of Bowling Green's landmarks, such as the Windmill house,
tile housemates are a little fuzzy on
the history. One said it was at least 100
years old. They believe that 50 years
or so ago, one man lived in it by himself; for college students looking at the

six bedrooms and spacious closets,
that seems like hogging such a roomy
living space.
Despite who may have lived in it
before college students began renting
it (perhaps despite college students),
and the fire it survived last year, the
Igloo house still stands proudly not
even a block away from campus.
Barring any more disasters, the
tenants plan to stick around for at
least another year - until graduation
calls them to more standard housing.
Editor's note: this story is part of a
weekly feature almut landmarks in
Bowling Green.

"The Witch" received the peace she was looking for in her death
Woman's corpse
found at home a
year after her death
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON TOWNSHIR
N.J. — lanice Petrowsky just
wanted to be left alone. In death,
she got what she wanted.
A year after she died at her
woodland home, the skeletal
remains of the 56-year-old
recluse known as "The Witch"
were found on her kitchen floor,
propped up with a pillow and
surrounded by her pets' rotting

bodies.
Neighbors said Petrowsky's
only contact with them had
been her angry demands to stay
away. Occasional messages,
laced with profanity, were left on
answering machines. And
sometimes, they said, she fired a
BB gun at children who came
too close.
When they began to notice
Petrowsky's absence, they kept it
to themselves.
Officials said that while the
woman's remains were too badly
decomposed to determine the
cause of her death, it did not

appear suspicious.
Capt Christopher linne said
Petrowsky appeared to have
made .in effort to make her last
days on earth comfortable.
"I ler body was propped up by
one of those pillows with a back
and arms on either side," he said.
"She had her things around her
... her inhalerand some personal
items. She apparently died in
that spot. The pets died where
they dropped."
Iinnc said documents found
inside the house showed
DEATH. PAGE 2

Associated Press Photo

PEACE AT LAST: Janice Petrowsky, 56, died here in rural
Washington Township, N.J. Her body was found Aug. 6,2000.
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School children to propose Mississippi flag design
By OH Holland
ASSOCIAIED PBISS WRIIIR

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) Mississippi school children will
get a chance to propose less
racially charged state flag designs
— or argue why the current banner used for more than 100 years
should be kept.
A flag study commission voted
Monday to open the debate to
public and private high school
students. The commission also
agreed to have hearings around
the state this fall.
Students will be encouraged to
draw new flag designs, write
essays on why the flag that features the Confederate battle banner should be left unchanged or
explain why a new symbol is
needed

Former Cov. William Winter,
the commission chairman, said
the goal was to find a solution
"where there are no losers."

designating the flag as the official
emblem was repealed in 1906.

"If it is humanly possibly, we're
going to do this in a way that will
serve to unify this state and not
divide it," he said.

Stone Barefield, an attorney for
the Soas of the Confederate
Veterans, said the US. Supreme
Court could reconsider the ruling
and that the commission deliberations were premature.

Some have complained that
the state's banner is an offensive
reminder of slavery and that the
Confederate battle flag should be
removed from the top left corner
of the state flag.

The Monday meeting was
interrupted several times by
other commission critics. One
carried a sign and another a large
Confederate battle flag.

The commission also delayed
until next month a vote on
whether to change the coat of
arms

"Every member at this table
already knows exactly what
they're going to do. This facade
you're putting on is for show," Jim
Giles, head of a Southern heritage
group, yelled during the meeting.

Cov.
Ronnie
Musgrove
appointed the flag commission
after the state Supreme Court
niled in May that the 1894 law

Winter said all sides would be
heard.

"We cannot let this issue of the
flag interfere with the progress we
are making in the state of
Mississippi in so many ways — in
race relations, in economic development, in our standing in the
eyes of the nation," he said.
Earlier this summer, South
Carolina legislators removed the
last remaining Confederate battle
flag on a statehouse dome and
placed a slightly smaller one
nearby as part of a compromise.
The NAACP and other flag
opponents insist they'll continue
to boycott the state until there are
no Confederate flags flying at the
Capitol. The flag also was
removed from within the state
Senate and House chambers.

Virtual museum tour offers a
look at University's history

Woman's death creates closure
DEATH, FROM PAGE 1
Petrowsky, who had lived
alone since her mother's death
in 1997, had been dead for at
least a year.
Officials said Petrowsky had
brushed off every attempt to
help her.
"She basically threw us off the
property," said Washington

Township
Detective
Sgt.
Michael Bailey. "Didn't want any
help from anybody."

ny worker lacked a notice on tier
front door warning that service
would be shut off.

Bailey said social workers who
tried to visit Petrowsky had their
tires slashed and that she had
been arrested in 1990 for slashing a neighbor's car tires.
As bills went unpaid, officials
said. Petrowsky's utilities were
turned off. In April, a gas compa-

Neighbors noticed that her
windows had been open
through the winter and that,
when spring came, the property
was overran by weeds.
On Aug. 6. a neighbor who
found a tattered. 10-month-old
copy of the New York Times in

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

n

Friendship

u*^

Rush A<M2

the driveway went into the
house and found Petrowsky
dead in the kitchen.
Police said they had tracked
down Petrowsky's sister, identified as Barbara Wade of Sparta,

TOUR, FROM PAGE1
donate to the popular culture
or art departments may also be
added to the virtual museum.
"This is a good outreach tool to
the
University community,
through collecting their donations," Kendall said.
Those involved with the virtual
museum feel that it will be popular among the students.

N.J.
Wade declined comment
tlirough her lawyer and did not
return a message left on her
home answering machine.

"It's one of those interest type
things that people will enjoy looking at," Floro-Thompson said.
According to Kendall, the
booth for the virtual museum at
the technology fair over the weekend received a positive reaction
from those in attendance.
"They were intrigued by what
they were seeing. They didn't even
know some of these things existed."

register to vote.

ON THE MOVE

2000 elections are coming soon.

Eating * Moving for Health ft Joy!
Join a new group at The Wellness Connection called,
"On the Move!" Receive support and guidance In
learning how to create a healthier lifestyle with rips
on eating more healthfully, exercising, * Improving
body Image.
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Conference Room, The Wellness Connection
Student Hearth Service
$10 Fee Due By September 80

National Coed Service Fraternity
Do you enjoy doing community service, hanging
out with friends, and getting involved?
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BUILDING

Meetings en Wednesdays
Sept 97 - Nov. 15

San*
ce

Associated Press Photo

FLAG'S FLYING: Anthony Hervey, director of the Black Confederate
Soldiers Foundation, speaks In Jackson, Miss., Tuesday.
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Info Nights:
Tues. Sept. 19-8:00 Harshman-Chapman Activity Room
Tues. Sept. 19-9:15 Kreischer-Ashley Activity Room
Wed. Sept. 20-8:00 Mac West Lobby
Thurs. Sept. 21-8:30 Rodgers Lobby
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Call 372-9355

It you have any questions, or cannot attend an information session, call or
email Brandon at 353-6172, bagoing©hotmail com or Sheryl at 354-1630,
sheryli98@yahoo.com
Bring your friends, everyone is welcome
Free lood!
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GET INVOLVED
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In The Student Organization Funding Board

Where Does My General Fee Go?
:■■■

• Help Determine How Moneyy is Distributed
to Student Organizations
• Receive Real Life Budgeting Experience
• Develop Leadership Skills
• Enhance Your Resume
• Make a Difference for All Student
Organizations
*&■

Applications Available in 204 South Hall
Today through September 27, 2000. Office of
Sign up for an interview
CfllliPUSL
when you turnim^^ur application.
iVt m
Division of Student Aftairs
Call 372-2343 for more information.
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CROSSWORD

QUITE A ROAD
TRIP:

ACROSS
i Subway NMfcnt
6 C«t4e sin

Shop Boys fan club bash celebrating all their Absoulutely
Fabulous music and culturecontributions.
See, boys can be fashionistas

runner
55 Lenermanor
Leno. eg
56
59
60
64
65
66

Opposed to
Moreno or Epos
Plots ol land
Mob melee
Donned
Santiago s
country
67 Bkxker and
Duryea
68 Vein erf minerals
69 Singer Gorme

SPECIAL REPORT

THE FASHION
POLICE
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15 Jubilant g*ety
16 Healthy
17 Gamble's card
game
l B Lead a nomafrc
M«
19 Gymnast Korbut
20 Newsreader«
aid
23 Estrange
26 Consumers
27 Australian
met'opoks
28 Howdy-dos
30 Spanish nver
31 Lrtne legumes
32 Element
34
fAgud, CA
35 100*0 correct
39
Cruces NM
<? In tront
43 Give a hand
47 Wapiti
48 Obtained
49 Wraparound skirl
51 Fatier than tat
53 Mythological

Germany to check out The Pet
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10 Bloke
14 Cognizant

Bored of BG this weekend?
Hop on over to Hamburg,
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9 'Nautilus"
captain
10 Uses an axe
11 HOI sc leaders
i2Nawnonthe
MediteTanean
13 Former
Canadian PM
21 Deposit
22 Nine sisters ot
mythotogy
23 Homed viper
24 Caustic solution
25 i_-.ip.no or Tarbel
28 Pinned down

29 Coo* down

32 Versrtier
33 -Sl.ver* author
Levm
36 Bums wikJy
37 Greek tetter
Rdge. TN
False Iront
38 Like a worn LP
39 Workoul wear
Tranquil
40 Lard ot Ghegs
White heron
ano TOSKS
Gradient
Teardrop-snaped 41 "The Red
Show"
trurt
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 32 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

DOWN
1 Tree fluid
2 A pair

3
4
5
6
7
8

THE FASHIONISTAS
To prove that they're not
just mean bitches, here's
some fun facts on our
Fashion Commentators.
Kristatyn has not only
had the sorority hair cut
but she let a boy dye her
hair blue. Heather has to
carry a pink art box
around all day. We surfer
from bad taste too.

COMMENTARY BY KRISTALYN SHEFVELAND
AND HEATHER HEBAN
PAGE 3 STAFF
As of late, there has been a lot of sightings that would have made Joan and Melissa
Rivers cringe. Is Bowling Green State University a bain of fashion existence? Are we lost
somewhere in the Midwest Time Warp? Do classical values still apply in a modem world
where class, race and gender blend? Our Page 3 Fashion Staff sought to dispel the misconceptions by setting forth a guideline to college living and aesthetic values.
Posers
the issue of bra straps, Saturday afternoon, even
Victoria's secret has done owning a few stuffed animals
Non-Athletes who deck wonders for the diversity of is all right. But, man, if your
themselves
out
in sizes and widths, follow suit wardrobe, apartment and
Abcrcrombie-esque t-shirts with panty lines also. Please, lifestyle are patterned after
proclaiming football or they may be expensive but no Walt maybe you should
Adidas wear head to toe even one cares who designed your rethink your age.
if they've never seen the rec. undies, the band is meant to
1'UBU on white people. J. be under the pants, not
Crew Hippies, the "tree hug- above, thank you.
Seasonal Clothing
gers" who look the part but
Bed wear
are actively seen neither recyThe major department
cling nor really giving a
8:30's suck, it's true. But stores change according to
damn.
c'mon, 3 p.m. and you're still weather, maybe you should
too. Fashion CAN be used for
in your pj pants?
Daytime Clothes
comfort and warmth as well
as style. Seriously! I'm not
The Reflector Pants
This is where there should
kidding.
be close to efficient body cov(Too
much
of
a
good
thing)
erage. Nothing glittery or
It's not the size, it's how
shiny should he worn. Black
We have this friend who you wear it
Slants can be suitable if not
or ihe purpose of being a has a really cool pair of pants
The concept is proper fit,
hoochie. Christina Aguilera that has reflectors on the
Just because they look learn it, live it , love it. Once
makeup at 8:30 in the morn- hem.
ing is not what a girl wants. good doesn't necessarily again this is NOT a weight
you should wear them issue, we come in all shapes
Likewise, Dolly Parton hair, is mean day.
This goes for your and sizes. And since we do we
it really necessary? Navels in every
t-shirt, too, boys. We should rebel against the
combination with thighs and favorite
stovepipe adolescent-style
cleavage, are you here to notice.
jeans and wear what looks
learn? Finally, leather. Like a
Label whores
good.
man, one piece at a time.
Ever
notice
how
Destiny's Child Syndrome
Nighttime Clothes
Abercrombie never changes
Are you twins? Originality
they just switch color
Are you dressed to be style,
and logo from season to sea- and a simple consultation
taken home to meet some- son? Yeah we did too.
before going out is a good
one's mom or just taken
thing. Remember when you
home? Does it fit you or your
used to call your best friend
Time Warp
little sister? I mean if the
back in high school to see
seam is ready to blow and you
If you still use Aqua Net what she was wearing the
have more cleavage in your and your socks are from next day? Reinstate the
back... It's not a weight issue, County Seat, If your hairstyle process.
just buy the right size.
is just like Brandon's from
90210 and your pants are
Hardware
Grandma Rules
Eegged, stone washed or
Do not mix gold with silver
oth, you are probably of a
White shoes SHOULD victim of the Warp. Vintage is unless it is a single piece and
NOT be worn after labor day, good, time warp bad.
it's part of the design. 5 finclassic and should be folgers-5 rings, so long as it's
lowed. Excessive cleavage
functional. Facial piercings, if
Magic Kingdom
should not be displayed until
it's infected- clean it up, nothDisney is cool and all on a ing is grosser.
after 4 in the afternoon. On

44
45
46
49
50
52
53

54 Stnkes to
strikeout

Ado* Chaney
Picnic pest
Org ol Love
Paulo Brazil
French region
Comic brls
Oscar, e g

56 wolfs wail
57 'Typee' sequel
61 Makelree(of)
62 Actor Wallach
63 Comprehend

OHIO WEATHER
Tuesday, September 19

AccuWeaiher* forecasl for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures
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WORD OF THE DAY

VICTIM

£2>
Dayton

Pronunciation: 'vik'tdm
Function: noun
Etymology: from Latin
victima
Date: 15th century
1: a living being sacrificed
to a diety or in the performance of a religious rite;
2: one that is acted on and
usually adversely affected
by a force or agent;
3: a subject wearing not
only an out of season article of clothing but also last
year's big fad.
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Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

FiumM

Snow

"One snap of my fingers and I can raise
hemlines so high that
the world is your
gynecologoist"

©

Showers

Partly
Cloudy

High:61'
Low: 57'

High: 66"
Low: 43"

Showers
High:68"
Low: 46"

ANSWERS
3
3

It's fashionable to cheat.

V

All the major labels do it.

,'-'

You know you want to, c'mon be
a label whore.
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NSOSX

NewtX

CBS Evening
NewaX
AGC World
Tonigtit
NBC Nightly

Wheel ot
Jeopardy! ■
Big Brother (In Stereo Live) X
Fortune «
Entertainment Hollywood
Behind the Scenes ol Who
Tonight X
Squares X
Wants lo Be a Millions.™ X
Olytsplc Summer Qsmss Swnvnmg finals. Rw53S canoeing,

Business Rpl.

Newshour With Jim Lehrer TT

Health Diary
In SWreo)
BBC World

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Sanpsona (in
Stereo) X
Simpsons
Tear ol Fiyyy

Mad About
You {In Slereo)
Simpsons (IrT
Slereo) I

CABLE STATIONS
(4 30) Movie: see "Fiorn me
AMC Terrace-(I960) Paul Newman.
COM
DISC

ESPN

Saturday Nighl Uve Jason
Prestley. Tee"age FancluD X
Your New House
Sporucenter X

Seinleld InTip, Part II- X
Frlendalln
Stereo) X

IBuslness Rpl
Ffisndslln
Slereo) X
Friends (in
Slereo) X

Weighl" (In Stereo) g

Drew Carey (In lOrrm Carey (In Hopkins 2477 (N) (Pan 5 ot 6) X News ■
Stereo) X
aereo) X_
women's basketball. From Sydney. Australia (h Stereo) I

Uve From Uncoln Cenler Ue« York Philharmonic Opening Ngni
iGala- Kill Te Kenawa and the New York Phirharmone. (In Slereo)
Uve From Lincoln Center "New York Philharmonic C.
Gala" Kvi Te Kanawa and the New York Philharmonic (
Movie: ••• "The fVoriyProressor"(1996. Comedy) Eddie Murph,
A plump scientist transforms hrmseB mto a svelle swinger X
Star Trek: Voyager "Lrfe L^e'
7 Days "Mr Donovan's
Netghoorhood- (InSweo)X
In Slereo) X

Matisse and
Picasso
Matisse and
Picasso

S0E9E&M >

Movie* «»* "Houseoofll (1968. Comedy) uary ijranl. "jopnia
Three Stooges
Movie: eee 'Laa Train From Gun W (1959. Western) Kirk
Loren An Italian symphony conductor s osuohler becomes a maid.
Oougas A lawman wt slop al nothing lo bring a killer lo |uslce
South Park X BaMebots(N)
Win
Ben
Daily Show X
Movie: «• eianlunan- (1994. Comedy) Damcn Wayans. David
Stalivs Money
X
Stein's Money AlanGner An mvemor becomes a cHy s se»e4>poinled crure'ightur
On thelnslds"Manhuniers
Surviving
Ihe
Raglno
PI
WHd Discovery -Tarantulas and On the Inalde "Manhunters- The
Raging Planet The destructive
U S. Marsha's"
lury ol The earthquake
Their Venomous Relations"
U.S. Marshals"
Dangecous Waters |K|
Major League Baseball' Teams to tie Announced. (Live) X
Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced (Uve) X

Movie: TnePrnceoYEoypnigse) Anrmaled
Making ol
Oz "Legs" Boxers Robson and
Real Sports Daniel Snyder, Bela
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MAN FILES BIAS SUIT AGAINST GIRL SCOUTS
NEW YORK (AP) - ■ A graphic designer for the Girl
Scouts has filed a discrimination lawsuit alleging that
the organization denied him job promotions because
of Ms gender. Joseph Picca's lawsuit claims that fa his
15 years at the Girl Scouts' headquarters, he was
denied one promotion and barred from applying for
two others.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Undo Racism Day a good start
Today is Undo Racism Day for
the dry of Bowling Green, thanks
to May x Quinn.
It'sjust one day, but it's a start.
For a city which is so predominantly white — most recent statistics place the minority/ethnic
population at just over 7 percent
— an attempt to address concerns about racism is an indication that the city is looking
toward change.
Bowling Green is. for better or
for worse, a typical Midwestern
town. It still has a lot of conserva-

tive ideas about people.
Especially since most of the population is white, Christian
Republican and straight — not
that these demographics necessarily are racist or conservative.
But for the most part, small
Midwestern towns tend to be less
tolerant or accepting of difference than big dUes.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think it was good for
the city to declare Undo
Racism Day? Let us know
what you think at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

with people who may be different from them. Even though
most students are white, the
population of radal or ethnic
minorities is still higher than it
would be in a small Ohio town
without a college nearby.

Bowling Green does have a leg
up because it's a college town
and has a lot of contact with a lot
of different types of people. With
the University here, town residents have had more experience

Still, moves must be made to
address concerns such as racism
and intr lerance, which plague
Bowling Green as it does any
other dry.
A public day of awareness
brings these concerns to the
front burner. The University has
already made it clear that it's
interested in exploring issues of
diversity and has made initiatives
in that directive. For the city, as a
separate entity, to come together
and also explore those issues is a
positive move, especially since
the concentration of people with

different backgrounds is likely to
be high here.

nated against'' and "not discriminated against.''

Just because the majority of
the population is white does not
leave an excuse for residents to
think that racism afreets too few
people to matter.

To ignore the rights of others
and the responsibility of the
majority to the minority is to act
immaturely — to neglect our
duly as members of what is
indeed a diverse community.

First, even if it affected just one
person, that is enough for it to be
an issue. For the community to
be a community, each member
much be appreciated.
Second, racism and intolerance affects everyone. There is no
painted line between "discrimi-

Undo Racism Day is just a day
— it's not a movement, nor is it a
substantial exploration of race
issues in the city - but it's a dedicated and necessary move
towards tolerance in a town
where looking out for everyone is
important. Or should be.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Might hate
Cop-disparagbe genetic?
ing editorial
misguided
Concerning your Sept. 14 editorial ("Undercover Cops invade
privacy"), here are a few corrective thoughts. Let's cut through
the cliches (a party is a place to
make those college memories
which last a life time) and bits of
illogic (before you know it. we are
all going to have to register to
attend a party). What this editorial really suggests is that students
should have an absolute right to
party drunkenly and noisily
wherever they wish, as well as to
break laws banning the serving of
alcohol to minors, destroying
property and disturbing the
peace. What the article woefully
fails to recognize are the rights of
other residents of Bowling Green
to lead lives which are secure and
free of undue disturbances.
As a BGSU professor for over
30 years. I am seriously disappointed in this editorial for at
least two important reasons.
First, it is disappointing to me
that students whose records of
achievement have earned them
the opportunity to fill responsible
editorial positions with the campus newspaper should be so
blindly single-minded, so intellectually sloppy and illogical, so
insensitive to the well-being of

the total population of Bowling
Green. Second, it is discouraging
to see the absence of any genuine
leadership instinct in the editorial
management of the BG News,
especially at a university which
has sought in recent years to
emphasize the critical importance of value-. ;ind leadership
responsibility among its students.
As a long-time resident of the
first ward in Bowling Green, I am
also angry at the casual, self-centered manner in which the editorial writers assume that the only
civic responsibility of the local
police force is to be sensitive to
students' desire to party in any
manner they wish. What prevented these writers from considering
the broader issues of public safety and the right to peace of mind
for ALL the citizens of our city?

of the movie came on. The sus-

pense was craazzzzzy. and then

all of the sudden — the movie

went off!! What was this BS??? Oh
well — sometimes those things
happen and 1 let it slide. Today

ON THE STREET
What is your best or
worst experience at
the Health Center?

after a very tiring history class, I

The guy in thr room across the
hall was sobbing.

came to my room and "Erin
Brockovich" was on — I watched
movie and then at a VERY suspenseful part THE MOVIE CUT
OFF AGAIN!!! Okay. I'M PISSED!!!
Is this some kind of money scam?
Does BG let you watch the movie
until a very significant part
comes on so we'll have to go rent
the movie??? All I can say is
THANKS A LOT FOR THE
CABLE!!! Oh yeah, and
GRRRRRRR!

CHRIS ENGELMAN
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

."They tried to put the
catheter in backwards."

RiNgPoPz@aolcom

The BG New gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submisslons may be edited for length.
Send submissions to ^lOWest
Hall or arnettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column"

I can't understand why we are
offered free cable. Do they give
it to us to PISS us off? Last night
I lay relaxing in my room
watching "The Green Mile" and
as I lay there, a very intense part

Ato Hi's nor. 7XX*
|*r rr* •BvxevC To www
MflKi/JQ A ftoLOf MZ*i uMtx-z DafffTE oeBfKLt u.**'* seen BU»H bca«Te
TU»r HC% TMLXHE AT
p«A/rs ro A $£*ious
SCLfi Bi 8HXNGZNG
fi.nu 3H ftL GoM* IJWH- BCJN« Storm* eou*. HE
S*CH ftTT£VTIOAJ To
btfXHtrtLt SvPfKAS f***\
FituiCss. N£ Mc* Hi
IMC SM£tx/LX»<5 OF
m*t> MB*ri AiVTCMC,
DEBATES
Mf*MSCH« F*C*H- TtltUi
RNV PLACE., ffN» NOt H£
Fo*£j Ht WAntS XMaArrA.
HEFuilS TO to J*T THAT.
P£»»T£J fe/ITW A LXM*r«£
AvkXIAHt.

KELLY GEIST
SOPHOMORE
MIDDLE CHILDHOOD ED.

"The computers
crashed and I had to
come back the next
day for my prescription."

GEOUSE w. gi/sH suu rs

^X"

A sSSS SKw ?E* /-so- VCAH- UMIL-V*
BEisetS, S« umirzr /»* LA**, T7Ms *Ho ftcu>rr£
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AJREITZ
FRESHMAN
JOURNALISM

"My best experience
was when a hottie
nurse demanded I
strip down to my boxers."

LESLEY ATKINSON
JUNIOR
INTERIOR DESIGN

"They told me I was
pregnant but I'm a
virgin."
Ryaa Ella mrllu « bf.rt.bjii cdu
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I was shocked. I never suspected the guy was gay. and I told
him so. He became angry.

I told him I didn't understand,
either.

SUBMISSION POLICY

Free cable
doesn't work
very well

"My parents disowned me," he
said, "and all because of homosexuality."

"It's not that I am one." he said.
"I hate them. My problem is that
I'm a homophobe. My parents
just can't understand that."

Susan Dole

Lester E. Barber
Professor of English Emeritus
lbarber@txjnet.txjsu.edu

JEFF
ARNETT

This surprised me. The guy
usually exemplified ironical
detachment, but there he was,
bawling like a baby. I asked him
why.

about an hour and a half of the

A POLITICAL DEBATE BETWEEN AL CORES BALD SPOT AND «.W. BUSKS SMIRK

210 West Hall I
Bowling Green State University I

AT ISSUE Is predisposition a sufficient excuse for one's
behavior?

"All my life, I've felt a distinct
dislike for gays and lesbians." he
said. "I didn't try to dislike them. I
know it's illogical. I know it's
sodally destructive to hold prejudices against people just because
of the way they are, but I cant
help myself.
"Dont think that I haven't tried
to change. I don't want to live like
this My hatred makes me lonely.
Sure. I suppose there are groups
out there that still revel in prejudice, but it's hard to find them at
an institution of higher learning.
Besides, I want o hang out with
readers, thinkers and fans of
HBO. The problem is. they don't
accept me."
"Why do they have a problem
with you?" I asked.
"Well, I'm able to control It
most of the time, but sometimes
I slip I'll spew an epithet or
something, and everybody will
act shocked.
"I tried therapy to curb my
prejudice. The first step was
some basic sensitivity training,
which I took with a bunch of
lecherous businessmen. It did
me no good. I did some more
intensive assodation therapy.
The doctor would flash pictures
of things I love, like American
flags, happy heterosexual families
and apple pies. Then, when I was
feeling entirely benevolent, they'd
slip in a photo of a smiling gay
coupleholding hands. At first it
helped, but after a while the
effect wore off. and my homophobia returned."
"Did yoi i try anything else?" I
asked.

Opinion Editor
"Of course not! And now that I
realize it's the way I am. I'm
repulsed by the mere concept of
what they were doing to me How
dare they try to change my predisposition just because it was
socially unfashionable?"
By this time, I had become
outraged
"Homophobia isn't a predisposition," I cried. "It's a choice! Even
if you didn't feel like it, I'm sure
you could still find a way to
behave in a sodally acceptable
manner."
"Oh. that's easy for you to say.
you homophobophobe." the guy
said bitterly. "You're naturally tolerant. I'm not. Do you think I
want to live this way? Do you
think I haven't tried a hundred
times to change myself to gain
the acceptance of my friends and
family? All my life I've thought
that I could change myself
through mental discipline, but it
just doesnt work.
"1 know all the arguments
against intolerance, and I agree
with them. The problem is, I can't
get my heart to go along with it,
and believe me. I've tried. I have
to stop fighting my homophobia.
It's a part of me." He hung his
head and cleared his throat. "I
just wish my family could understand."
At this point. I stopped paying
attention to the guy. He did say
something about the gene foihomophobia that was about to
be discovered by his friend who
was working on the Human
Genome Project, but I still
wouldn't consider that an excuse.
It seems terrible that a person
would use such an excuse to
behave in a way that is entirely
offensive to his friends and farni-

ly.
7he editors would like to note
that the guy in the room across
the hail doesn't really live across
the hall anymore. He has moved
into an apartment on 4th Street
with several other rhetorical
devices. JeffAmett can be reached
at amettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Couple arrested for tying up daughters
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —A couple has been arrested
and accused of keeping their two daughters tied up in
a motel room while they worked at night. Police said
the giris, ages 10 and 5, wore harnesses that were tied
to furniture with leashes. Detective Brian Danner said
the children appeared to be healthy.

NMW

California reduces bus pollution
By LeonDrouin Keith
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WWTTIER, Calif. (AP) — Polly
Bobadilla's new bus doesn't have
the pc ver of her old set of wheels,
but she no longer has to endure
the noise, the smelly black diesel
exhaust or the dirty looks from
other motorists.
"I don't have to inhale the
fumes or smell all the smoke. And
I don't need to shut the windows,"
said Bobadilla, who has driven
students for about three years in a
bus powered by compressed natural gas.
That's an experience regulators
and environmentalists want more
students and bus drivers to have
in California, which despite an
array of trailbla/ing air-pollution
rules has more of the oldest,
worst-polluting school buses than

any other state.
About 9 percent of California's
24,000 school buses were built
before 1977, when federal safety
and emissions rules kii ked in.
Only Washington state even
approaches that percentage,
according to the trade publication
School Bus Fleets.
State and Los Angeles-area regulators are formulating plans to
clean up school buses. The most
contentious issue is whether
diesel — which runs more than
two-thirds of the school buses on
California roads—can be cleaned
up enough.
The state Air Resources Board
scheduled hearings this week to
ask citizens how it should spend
$50 million earmarked for cleaner

school buses. The board is expected to allocate the money in
December.
The South Coast Air Quality
Management District, which
includes Los Angeles, Orange and
parts of Riverside and San
Bernardino counties, is expected
to soon propose rules that would
force school districts to buy only
the cleanest-burning buses.
Oil companies, diesel engine
manufacturers and many school
districts want to allow the continued purchase of diesel vehicles,
which they say are much cheaper
and can bum 90 percent cleaner
with low-sulfur fuel in the tank
and pollution-cutting paniculate
traps attached to the exhaust.

Associated Press Pholo

Pollution: California school buses are the worst-polluting school buses in the country. The state is holding hearings to hear from the public on their opinions on how they should deal with the statewide problem.

Univeristy of Georgia lifts suspension in deal with sorority
ASSOCIAUO PR ESS

ATHENS, Ga. —The University
of Georgia has lilted its suspension of a sorority accused of
rejecting a potential pledge
because she's black in a deal that
requires group members to
undergo sensitivity training.
University spokesman Tom
lackson said Tuesday he hopes
the case will help lead to more

Did you
know—

diverse fraternities and sororities

middle of the school's fraternity

and an end to the practice of separate membership drives for
blacks and whites.
"Our level of comfort with the
state of segregation in the year
2000 is not very high,'' he said.
"This gives us impetus to go forward in unifying that system."
Alpha Gamma Delta, boused in
an ornate white mansion in the

row, was prevented from holding
social functions under a preliminary suspension imposed earlier
this month.
Allison Davis, a member of the
sorority, wrote a letter to school
officials saying that other members had made racially insensitive
comments about the one black
woman who had sought mem

bership in the traditionally white
sororities.
In an agreement with the university released Monday, Alpha
Gamrru Delta agreed to educate
its members in racial sensitivity
and to ensure that its members
feel comfortable in confronting

"The whole process was educa-

"My reaction was complete and

tional, not punitive," lackson said.

total incredulity that in the year

Alpha Gamma Delta's lawyer
pointed out the hypocrisy of punishing a sorority for rejecting a
potential black pledge when the

2000 the University of Georgia
could possibly be sponsoring an
open system of racial segrega-

and reporting any inappropriate

university still holds a dual sorori-

tion," attorney R. Mason Barge

comments they might hear with-

tv rush — one for blacks, one for

said in a letter to the university.
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Hurricane Gordon leaves mess in Carolinas
"Unfortunately, the area that
got the worst rain got heavy rains
RALEIGH. N.C. — Ai Camp just two weeks ago," said Kevin
Lejeune, the water left by tropical Woodworth, a meteorologist at
depression Gordon was so deep the National Weather Service in
thai schools corralled children (Charleston.
instead of letting them walk
Ilorida water officials doubted
home.
Gordon's up to 4 inches of rain
"It's a lake, our playgrounds are would do much to relieve the
flooded, and the streets are flood- drought that has plagued much of
ing. It is just pouring," said Betty thai state. In Georgia, cotton and
Hampton, a secretary at Stone peanut farmers were less conStreet Elementary.
cerned about drought relief than
The former hurricane caused with wet crops in the middle of
scattered flooding, roof damage the harvest.
and power outages across Florida
The storm left 2 feet of water in
before streaming along the the parking lot of the Inlet Square
Southeast coast Monday with Mall south of Myrtle Beach and
heavy rain.
some vehicles were moved by the
The heavy rain was blamed for high water, the National Weather
two traffic accident deaths in Service in Wilmington, N.C,
North Carolina
reported. There was scattered
During the night, the Coast street flooding elsewhere in the
Guard rescued two men who had area.
been missing since they left
Residents around City Hall in
Southport on a fishing trip on Georgetown, S.C.. watched city
Sunday, even though a tropical * workers being carried out of the
storm watch was in effect. Their building by boat and said they
boat had overturned about 15 had never seen it so bad.
miles off the coast. No details
"I've got two feet of water in my
were available on their conditions dealership," said Francis ")eep"
Tuesday.
Eord, owner of Parrish Motors,
In South Carolina, an estimated across the street from City Hall.
8 to 10 inches of rain fell at
"Never had any water in it before
McClcllanville, near the coast at all."
about 30 miles northeast of
In Florida, damage was estiCharleston.
mated at more than $1 million at
By Leeuehara
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sanibel. One man was in critical
condition Tuesday at lacksonville
after a tree fell on his truck.
Near Tampa, where this year's
rainfall is about 20 inches below
the average of 51 to 53 inches,
Gordon left as much as 5 inches of
rain. I lowever, much of it did not
seep into the ground.
"lust a heavy rain is not going to
do it by itself," said Michael
Molligan, a spokesman for the
Southwest
Florida
Water
Management District.
lacksonville, N.C, got 6.25 inches of rain and the town sent
nonessential employees home
early. "I know this is the most rain
we've had in a short period of time
like this since Floyd," which
dumped as much as 2 feet of rain
in September 1999. said city water
department superintendent Ray
Holder.
iides rose 3 feet higher than
normal at North Carolina's
Wrightsville Beach, Fire Chief
Everett Ward said.
"The lain was so hard, you
could hardly sec. There was
Associated Press Photo
maybe 2 feel visibility and several
cars stalled out," said lessica HIGH TIDE: Surfer, Sean Pecora, 30, gets caught up in the heavy surf at Wrightsville Beach, N.C. as the
Corey "I'm a little nervous about reamins of Hurricane Gordon make thier way through North Carolina. In South Carolina, alone, an estigoing home, driving in the flood." mated 8 to 10 inches of rain fell.

Simple change, big debate: Slavery as a cause of the Civil War
By Masha Herbst
ASSOCIAUO

PRESS

MANASSAS, Va— A simple
shin in emphasis has reignited a
long-standing debate in the
South.
For years. Civil War battlefield
sites carefully listed and diagramed troop movements, military strategies and death tolls.
What actually caused the Civil
War, however, was largely omitted.
Then last year, in three paragraphs buried in a huge spending
bill, Congress encouraged these
federal siles to emphasize the

causes of the Civil War, spedfical
ly slavery
it gives you more insight," 12year-old Mark Russc.i said as he
read through the new text panels
discussing slavery at Manassas
National Battlefield Park. "You gel
to really know what they're fighting about"
Historians say the absence of
infonnation about slavery at Civil
War b.in liiui( I sites over the years
was probably due to debates over
what actually caused the war.
"It's been very contentious,"
said Edward Ayers, a University of

Virginia history professor who is
writing a book about the Civil War.
"It's been, from the first gun until
today, the crucial question we
keep arguing about."
Ayers said that among most
historians, "there's virtually no
one who argues mat the war was
not based in slavery in someway."
The only disagreement is over
the degree to which slavery was a
cause.
Two factors other than slavery
are most often cited as causes of
the war — economics and states'

While those are valid points on
the surface. Ayers said, a closer
look shows that the economic
and states' rights issues both centered on slavery.
"It's become clear after dozens
of books by impartial scholars
that slavery was the driving force
behind the Civil War," he said.
But critics of the changes say
that the Park Service is bowing to
pressure.
"What we have here is political
correctness running rampant,"
said loeAvalon, owner of Civil War
Interactive, an online magazine.

"It's a push by the AfricanAmerican community, and it's
basically changing the mandate
of the museums."
Park Service officials say the
congressional act is not a mandate, and that they had discussed
broadening their interpretation,
or including a wider range of
information, before the- appropriations bill.
At Manassas, visitors can now
read panels discussing slavery
and secession as causes of the

war, see pictures of an open-air
slave market and leant about the
experiences of three civilian families affected by the war.
Visitors at Richmond National
Battlefield Park can listen to readings taken from letters and diaries
of residents, soldiers, free blacks
and former slaves.
"Now we talk about things
other than troop movements,"
said Richmond park superintendent Cindv Mcleod.
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Future of world economy looks good

www.bgnews.com

PRAGUE—Surging oil prices and the sinking euro are
rattling markets, but the International Monetary Fund
predicted Tuesday the world economy could demonstrate better growth this year than it has in more than a
decade. Economies should also improve at healthy
rates in 2001, led by the powerful U.S. expansion.

WORLD

Cuban airplane hijacked, 1 dead
By Adrian Saim
• SSOCIAICO HESS

KEY WEST, Fla — A small plane
lhal left Cuba with 10 people
aboard Tuesday was hijacked
before ii crashed into the Gulf of
Mexico, authorities said.
One man was killed and the
others were found clinging to
debris and rescued by a cargo
ship.
The crew of the Chios Dream, a
Panamanian-registered freighter,
recovered one body and the survivors — three men, three women
and three children — from rough
seas nearly 300 miles off the
Florida coast about five hours
after the plane took off, the U.S.
Coast Guard said.
One man had severe head and
neck injuries. A Coast Guard cutter planned to meet the freighter
Tuesday night and pick up the
survivors. The most seriously
injured were to be flown to Key
VVfest for treatment.
Details of who was on the flight
and where ii was going were
unclear late Tuesday. It was
unknown whether the plane ran
out of fuel; the Coast Guard said it
was heading west — away from
both Florida and Cuba — when it
went down.
Apparently it was hijacked,
and the pilot indicated they only
had 11/2 hours fuel," said Lauren
Gail Stover, associate director of
Miami-Dade County Aviation
Department.
The Antono\ AN-2 Colt took off

from I Ini,Him.i Airport in Pinar
del Rio, in Cuba's western
province. Based on the last radar
location given by Cuban air traffic
controllers ard an emergency
beacon signal picked up by a U.S.
AWACS plane, the Colt was
believed to have gone down
about 90 miles southwest of Key
West, U.S. officials said.
The survivors, however, were
pulled from the water more than
200 miles west of that area, the
Coast Guard said.
Coast Guard Rear Adm. Thad
Allen said he is "not really sure"
why there was such a vast discrepancy between where the plane
was believed to have crashed and
where it actually did.
"In a lot of these cases, as they
emerge, there is a lot of confusion," Allen said.
Cuban officials initially reported that as many as 18 people were
on the plane, but Allen said the
survivors told the ship's crew that
only 10 were aboard.
Air traffic control in Havana
notified the air traffic control center in Miami at 8:45 a.m. that the
aircraft reported a possible hijacking, said Kathleen Bergen, a
Federal Aviation Administration
spokeswoman in Atlanta. Tht
plane headed west out of Cuba,
and contact was lost 15 minutes
later.
The FAA had no voice or radar
contact with the aircraft, Bergen
said. The Pentagon also said it had
no radar contact with the plane.

The AWACS plane based at
Tinker Air Force base in
Oklahoma was on a training mission when it picked up the beacon
and was diverted to the Coast
Guard search.
lose Zavala, a supervisor at
Cuba's
Institute
of Civil
Aeronautics in Havana, said by
telephone the plane was used for
agricultural work. He declined to
provide any other details.
The long-range single-engine
bush plane is used for passenger
flights, crop-dusting and forest
fire suppression.
U.S. officials initially described
the Russian-made plane as a sea
plane.
A similar aircraft was stolen by
its pilot and four other Cubans on
lune 19,1991.
That plane landed safely at
Miami International Airport,
directed in by air traffic controllers
who had both radar and radio
contact with the pilot.
The 1966
U.S.
Cuban
Adjustment Act allows Cubans
who reach U.S. soil to apply for
U.S. residency.
The communist government in
Cuba says the law violates 1994
and 1995 migration accords with
the United States aimed at
encouraging orderly, legal immigration.
President Clinton said the
health and safety of the survivors
should be America's first concern.

Associated Press

Rescue: U.S. Coast Guard rescue swimmer Joe Kean prepares to board the helicpoter to rescue one
injured male survivor of an apparent Cuban plane crash in the open waters southwest of Key West, Fla in
Boca Chica Naval Air Station in Key West.
•
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We're Not Talking About
Graduation
This Is Your Final Opportunity To Get Your
Senior Portrait.
All Seniors Graduating In December. May, or
August Must Attend This Week To Be Included
In The 2001 Yearbook.
Call 372-8634 To Schedule Your Sitting

NATIONAL

OLYMPICS: US CONTINUES DOMINANCE; TOTALS 18 MEDALS, SEVEN GOLD.

SPORTS
BRIE
Grant waived
CLEVELAND - Guard Gary
Grant, acquired by the Cavaliers
on Aug. 30 in a three-way trade
that sent Shawn Kemp to
Portland and Brian Grant to
Miami, was waived Tuesday by
Cleveland.
Grant. 35. has played 12 years
in the NBA. including the last
three with Portland.
He was acquired by Cleveland
along with forwards Chris Galling
and Clarence Weatherspoon, a
future first-round draft choice
and cash.
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JUSTIN
BARASKY
Staff Writer

Resigning
Manny is
goodidea
for Tribe
Does anyone remember
Albert Belle? While Cleveland
fans don't like him now. you
can't forget how great he was.
For eight seasons left field was
appropriately dubbed "Albert's
Alley." and no matter how many
NBC reporters he yelled at, no
matter how many photographers he threw baseballs at,
Clevelanders adored him.
Tribe fans especially loved him
in 95 and % when Belle hit for a
combined 98 homers, 274 RBI s
and a .314 batting average. There
he was, at the time baseball's
greatest hitter, and then just like
that "Joey" decided John Hart
just wasn't offering enough
money and when Hart decided
Belle wasn't worth it, Belle was
off to Chicago
Not to worry though,
Cleveland had a guy by the
name of Manny Ramirez who
was cranking out about 30
homers a season and knocking
in around 100 RBI's while hitting
above the .300 mark. So Tribe
fans were able tojustify letting
go of their biggest star in the
peak of his prime.
As the 2000 season comes to
it's exciting finish. Tribe faas and
John Hart find themselves in a
similar situation. Manny is a free
agent at the end of this season,
and so far we haven't made him
an offer that's high enough for
his tastes.
Why would Ramirez sign here
for 15 million, when he could
sign in New York for twenty? CM
John Hart and Tribe owner Larry
Dolan need to sit down, and
iron out a deal that is acceptable
to Ramirez.
It's not like they can't afford it.
When the Tribe sent Justice to
the hated Yankees for Ricky
Ledee they freed up lots of
money, more than enough to resign Manny. Cleveland fans
wouldn't take to kindly to losing
their biggest star again.
Just take a look at what
Ramirez has done over the last
three seasons. In 98 and 99
Manny hit a combined 89
homers. 310 RBI'sand a comoined .340 batting average.
Those numbers are amazing,
better than Belle's two-year totals
in 95 and 96.
There isn't a hitter in the game
today that can hit that many
home runs, get that many RBI's
and still hit for a .340 batting
average. This year Manny was
hurt for awhile and he has only
played in 102 games.
Do you know how many RBI's
he has? Manny has 110, that's
more RBI's than games played.
No one else in the league has
more RBI's than games played.
Then there's the fact that he's still
hitting over 30 homers and he
has a .350 batting average.
There isn't a better hitter in the
game of baseball today than
Ramirez. I don't care how high
Nomar's BA is. Manny has a
high BA to and he hits for a lot
more power.
For the Indians to give him up
would be the biggest mistake in
Cleveland since Shawn Kemp
came to the Cavs. Does anyone
remember where Cleveland was
in the standings before he got
hurt? Just one and a half games
out of first place.
Does anyone remember
where we were by the time he
MANNY, PAGE 9
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THE BIG HOUSE: Malcom Robinson,76 (far left), gets ready to protect quarterback Andy Sahm during the Michigan contest and Robinson says the o-line is like a family.

Change can be good
Falcon right tackle Malcom Robinson has played both offensive and defensive line for the Brown and Orange and loves every minute.
ByDanNied
ASSISIANT SPORTS EDITOR

Malcolm Robinson sits with
basset hound eyes, drooping into
high cheekbones set against a
skin texture that contrasts from
the smoothest baby to the roughest cowboy.
It all sits underneath a head of
hair wildly arranged in short,
black dreadlocks that suggest his
age isn't nearly as old as his features would suggest.
The rest is heart.
The rest of him, which measures 6 foot-4-inches and 290
pounds, belongs to the Bowling
Green football team.
The lineman's main goal is to
make sure the Falcons excel in
the trenches.
Is he an offensive lineman or a
defensive lineman? Well, it
depends on what time frame
you're in. This season. Robinson
is anchoring the right side of the
offensive line, replacing the
departed Chad McCarthy.

"1 came here with
high expectations.
I didn't know
which way I was
gonna play... /
played both ways
and I had something they could
use on the team."
MALCOM ROBINSON, TACKLE

Last
season.
however,
Robinson was a stopper at defen sive tackle, starting all 11 games
and netting 18 tackles.
But then again, Malcolm spent
his 1997 redshirt season learning
the offense as one of the offensive
hogs.
But, as an incoming freshman,
he didn't know where he was
going to play.
"I came here with high expectations," Robinson said. "I didn't
know which way I was gonna
play. I had just been picked up

because I played both ways and 1
had something they could use on
the team."
They've used him in a plethora
of ways. Robinson's role on team
is to fill in the gaps.
Not surprisingly. Robinson
starred on both sides of the ball
for Fostoria High Schopl. He
helped lead them to the Ohio
division II state championship
and was an all state selection
High school football crazy
Fostoria was the perfect place for
Robinson to develop and showcase his talents.
"In Fostoria, the whole town
goes to all the games," he said.
"My family has always been good
friends with coach (Dick) Kidwell
so I've always been around the
program."
Now. after his second position
switch in as many years,
Robinson has to deal with forget ting the defense he was just getting a grasp of, and learning an
intricate offense. But. as
Robinson says, he'll do anything

to help the team.
"It does kinda frustrate me
because right when 1 was getting
the defense down they made the
switch." he said. But it wasn't
that big of a deal because I wanted to help the team out more
than personal gain I figured I
could sacrifice some and do
what's best for the team if that's
what tliey thought was best"
But, the transition has been
made more smoothly by joining
the exclusive fraternity of the
offensive linemen. Robinson was
amazed at how easily he entered
the group.
"I was really surprised they
accepted me," he said. T was
kinda hesitant because I know
you have to be in the group for a
while, but they accepted me with
open arms and I really appreciate
that."
Now, instead of being a defensive individual, Robinson is part
of a five man offensive unit. That
is one of the biggest aspects he

had to get used to.
"It's more like a team. The oline effort is all together,"
Robinson said. "It's more all of us
as a unit if one of us breaks down
then the whole line is messed up.
That makes it a lot nicer. You have
really close friends, almost like
brothers."

ROBINSON FILE
BACKGROUND 6 4. 290
pounds, junior from f ostona,
was first-team Division II
all-state selection at nose
tackle his senior year
ASAFALC0N:Wasrcdshirted first year and in second
year, switched to defensive
line Didn't play much but in
1999. played in all 11
games and collected 18
tackles This season, he
moved again, this time to
right tackle on the o-line
WEIGHT ROOM: Can bench
345, squat 530 and hang
clean 325

Rommeck named Player of the Week
conference in hitting percentage at .346 and fifth in kills per
game at 4.03.
I had to more less find the
When the Mid-American
in
myself,"
Conference
created
the confidence
Defensive Player of the Week Rommeck said. "Now that I'm
award, they expected to hand getting that more and more
out the award to a number of everyday it kinds of builds. 1
dont know where my highest
players on different teams.
They didn't expect that the level is at yet, hopefully I'll find it
Bowling Green volleyball team and stay at that level."
If Rommeck is not at her
to hog it for the third straight
week, but the conference had highest level yet. there will be a
no choice. As long as Falcon lot of teams in the MAC in troumiddle-hitter Caty Rommeck ble. But the team has much
keeps playing the same level of more than Rommeck that has
defense that has propelled the enabled it to get off to a fast
Falcons to a quick 7-2 start, the start. Remember last year leftMAC may never be able to give side hitter Melissa Lewis
the award to a different team.
received Offensive P-O-W honRommeck was named the ors three weeks in a row and the
MAC Defensive Player of the Falcons got off to a 5-5 start.
Freshman Susie Norris still
Week for the second conseculeads the conference in digs per
tive week after a stellar perfor
mance at the Bowling Green game at 4.47. She may be a
Invitational this past weekend. rookie, but on the court itis hard
She was named the tournament to tell. Part of the reason may be
MVP after she averaged 2.0 that Norris was coached in club
blocks and 3.1 digs per contest.
ball by former Falcon setter
Rommeck has a total of 19 Wendy Teamman (Watkins). In
more blocks than any in the trie last match of the tournaMAC and is averaging 1.91 per ment, Norris had 18 kills and hit
game. Her offense is nothing to a .500 average. An above par hitcry about either. In the last two ting average is usually around
weeks, she has been nominated .300.
"I wasn't expecting it." said
for the MAC Offensive Player of
the Week award. The Sterling
Heights, MI native is third in the
ROMMECK. PAGE 9
By Nick Hum
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DOMINATE: Falcon junior middle hitter Caty Rommeck celebrates with teammates last weekend.
Rommeck was again named the Mid-American Conference Defensive Player of the Week.
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The roughly 5000 fans that
showed up at College Park to
attend a rugby match last
Saturday were instead treated to a
track meet
The BG rugby team ran over,
around and through the Miami
RedHawk defense on their way to
a 97-7 victory.
Just for good measures, the
Falcons tagged the RedHawks
with a 44-0 loss in the second
match as well as beating John
Carrol University 19-0 and 10-3
later that day.
"Miami whammy? Ain't no
stinking Miami whammy around
this sport," BG coach Roger
Mazzarellasaid.
"When our offense is on. it is
on," he said. "Give us a dry day
and a fast track and an opponent
could put two teams out there
and wed still score in bunches."
Just to give the victory a big
more perspective, the score
would have been worse if the
Falcons hadn't dropped six passes
that looked like certain tries or if
the referee hadn't mercifully
shortened the match a full 20
minutes As it was. the 97 points
represented the third highest total
in BG rugby history.
"We've had tougher practice
scrimmages against our rookies,"
said BG captain Reed Luecke.
Mazzarella credited fly half
Chad Cunnigan with directing the

victory.
"He called an excellent game
today and exploited the glaring
weaknesses in the Miami
defense."
Exploitation was the word of
the day. With Miami pulling up to
four forwards out of the pack to
shore up their porous outside
defense, the RedHawks left the
midfield area wide open. Eight
times, the Falcons cruised
through the gaping holes in the
middle for tries.
"I have to hand it to BG, they
have so many horses it wouldn't
have mattered what we did
today." said Miami coach Doug
Edwards.
Inside center Pete Cromly
played the part of drum major of
the Falcon offensive parade.
Cromly put four tries over the goal
line, the shortest from 45 yards
out and hit 11 of 15 conversion
kicks for a total of 42 points. His
efforts tied the BC rugby single
game scoring record held by wing
Paul Tod, ironically set in a 92-0
win against Miami in 1993.
Following close behind were
center Scott Mullins and wing
Tim Rieger with hat tricks and
Luecke adding a pair of tries. Solo
tries were added by prop Brian
Virost, scrum half Vinnie
Staropoli and fullback Kurt
Weaver.
The defensive hemorrhaging
continued unabated for the
RedHawks in the second match
as well, a 44-0 spanking. Flanker

PtKXo Provided

BUTT KICKING: Falcon center Pete Cromly takes off an a sewing run last weekend against Miami.
Cromly tied the BG single game scoring record with 42 points.
Wes Holsinger and prop Doug
Ulrich each scored a pair while
wing Tom Gongwer, center Dusty
Setmire. eight
man Tim
Laubensheimer and hooker Trip
Gaul each scored one apiece. Fly
half Jon Woodman booted two
conversion kicks.
The Falcon rookies made their
debut last weekend against John
Carroll, winning both matches by
the scores of 19-0 and 10-3.
"I have to hand it to rookie
coaches Bus Hopps, Tyler Carroll

were the Falcons scorers.
The Brown and Orange, now 80, host Western Michigan
Saturday.
"Never seen rugby before? No
problem," Mazzarella said.
"Come out to the game this weekend. I flat out guarantee another
offensive fireworks show."
Game time is set a 1 p.m. at the
College Park rugby field.

and Garrett Fisher." Mazzarella
said. "They did an excellent job
taking 40 guys that never even
had seen rugby before and turned
them into match winners with
just three days of practice."
Flankers John Black and Vinh
Tran and lock Kevin Mongold
scored BG's tries in the first match
while fly half Ben Hicks and
scrum half Dusty Setmire each
booted a conversion. In the second match, center Carl Samuel
and eight man Ryan Minnich
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Volleyball on fire Ramirez valuable to Tribe
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Norris, about leading the conference in kills. "I came here to
work hard and have high hopes.
Defense has always been a
strong part of me."
Set the record
BC setter Natalie Becker and
five other Falcons help break a
three year old record for the most
sets in a four game match. The
team had a combined 73 sets in
the match against University of

Dlinois-Chicago breaking the old
record held against Ohio in 1997.
Looking to Ace
BG has been strong in almost
every faze of the game accept
serving The Falcons right now
are dead last in the MAC in services aces with a 1.18 average. BG
assistant coach James Neyhouse
says that serving is one of the
Falcons main focuses right now.

came back? That's right, 11
and a half games out of first.
Ramirez means more to this
offense than plastic surgery does
to Cher.
Now General Manager John
Hart offered Manny 15 million.
Ramirez turned it down while at
the same time making it clear to
us through his agent Jeff Moorad

sign Manny. If the Indians do get
into the playoffs, it will be a
photo finish, and Manny was
only hurt for 40 games. Imagine
what it would be like if Manny
weren't here at all...

that he wants to stay in
Cleveland. Moorad has said it
would take 17 million to re-sign
Manny.
That's 2 million dollars that
Dolan can easily get back when
the Tribe continues to make the
playoffs for the next however
many years. That's money that
might not come in if we don't re-

Justin Barasky can be reached
atjbarask@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Tuition raffle
for Spring
Semester 2001

' Spuaken Professor Paulettm Stenzcl
^H
Michigan SMtUavenity
! Professor Don Mayer
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Thursday, September 21, 2000
lOlAOIscamp Hall

The KEY Yearbook is giving away tuition I*M « asm
for spring semester 2001 to the lucky student who wins the raffle.
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3:30PM
Refreshments will be served.

J

Tickets Prices

each

&

To purchase tickets, fill out this form and return to:

a u

KEY Yearbook Tuition Raffle
28 West Hall
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Tickets will be mailed to on-campus address or mailbox upon processing.
Winner will be drawn Friday, October 27,2000. Any questions call (419) 372-8086.
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I have enclosed a check
payable to The KEY
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Please bill my bursar
account for the raffle
tickets
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Local Phone:.
Number of Tickets Purchasing:
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Ruggers pound on Miami
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Soccer travels to Dayton
By Derek McCord
ST»f( »»!!(»

After a brief stop in Dayton
today the Bowling Green men's
soccer team will finally be able to
don their home uniforms.
The Falcons are coming off
their second straight win of the
season against Detroit-Mercy
after Chris Kraft tallied the match
winning goal in the 89th minute
to put them up 2-1. The victory
gave Falcon head coach Mel
Mahler his 100th collegiate victory
Now the century man and his
troops will focus on a very big
weekend where they will play
three matches in five days starting
with Dayton.
The Flyers are now 4-2 on the
season after defeating local rival
Wright State 2-1 on Monday.
Flyer first year head coach
Dave Schureck will have offensive
leaders RJ. Kaszuba (5-1-11) and
Sunday Lsename (3-1 -7) at his disposal, but has not truly made up
his mind on the goaltendingsituation. Junior Matt Hutchins (3-2)
and senior Jeff Krempec (1-0)
both have wins this season and it
is not known who will start today.
The last time the two teams
met in Dayton now senior Fred
Degand scored the only goal in a
Falcon 1-0 victory. Last years
meeting saw Bowling Green take

September 13, 1998 in which the
two played to a 1 -1 draw.

The 2000 BG Diadora Classic
will have Ohio State. Vanderbilt.
Oakland and of course the
Falcons going up against each
other for tournament champion.
Each team will play two matches
with BC going up against Ohio
State
on
Saturday
and
Vanderbuilt on Sunday.

Mahler feels that it is key to win
games against Dayton and Ohio
State to get respect in Ohio.

The Buckeyes are coming off
and impressive 0-0 tie against
NSCAA ninth ranked Virginia
Commonwealth and a 2-1 victory
over the College of Charleston.
The last time Bowling Green
faced the Buckeyes was in an
exhibition match in the spring.
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"We always want to be competitive against any Ohio opponent in
which it helps in things like
recruiting and proves that the
Mid-American conference teams
can play against the Big Ten."
BG currently stands fourth in
the Ohio coaches poll behind
Ohio State Dayton and Wright
State.
Bowling Green
will
face
Vanderbilt the first time ever
Sunday.
Commodore coach Randy
Johnson like Schureck cannot
seem to make up his mind on
who will play in net. The 28 year
vet has played Mike Fach (0-1-0),
Matt Gotterer (0-1-0) and Brad
Winter (2-2-0) this season.
Vanderbilt is coming off a spilt
weekend after losing to James

The last meeting the two
schools had for real was

take over for him in the starting
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"One of our goals is to be the

Madison 2 1 and beating Cornell

The Cross Cultural
Conversation Connection
Would you like to practice your English or work on your foreign language skills? It so, then the CrossConversation Connection is lor you!
In this program you can:
'Improve your foreign/second language skills
'Learn firsthand about diverse peoples and cultures
'Make new fnends
If you are interested in participating
in this program, please contact
Jesse McNaughlon. ESL department 218 East Hall, al 372-8133 or
e-mail J mcnaughton@lycos.com

&

-

top team, if not one of the best in
Ohio every year,'' Mahler said.

"We had a good game against
them in the spring, but spring is
different than the fall," Mahler
said. "That does not mean that's
the same team coming back in
the fall."

Campus Events

BG
NEWS

Injured Brown cut by Cleveland

a 3-1 victory and up their all-time
record against the Flyers to 16-7.

T am real excited about its the
fust year that Diadora is our sponsor and has been real generous in
helping us support this tournament,'1 Mahler said. "We have a
really great field, Vanderbuilt is a
very good program that plays in
the Missouri Valley Conference.
Then we have Ohio State in a Big
Ten them and Oakland which is
in the MCC. We will definitly have
our hands full with Ohio State and
Vanderbilt."

BG NEWS

Associated Press Ptwo

CUT: Browns offensive tackle Orlando Brown was cut yesterday and hasn't played since an eye injury.

2-0.
The Falcons will be without
defensive back Adam Schokora
for the three matches with a
strained miniscus. RJ. Behan will

CLEVELAND — Offensive
tackle Orlando Brown, who
hasn't played since his right eye
was struck by a referee's penalty
(lag last season, was released
Tuesday by the Cleveland

Campus Events

SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Senior Pictures are here for this
week only! To schedule an appointment call 372-8634 Appointments
are available from 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall. The $8 sitting fee can be
charged to the bursar.

Travel
• 111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parlies! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Brown's agent. Tom Condon,

sion it would be in his best

did not return a message seek-

interests not to continue his

ing comment

Travel

Personals

• 111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica S389! Air. Hotel.
Free Meals. Dnnks! Award Winning
Company' Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

WINTER BREAK/SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE

SPRING BREAK 5001
Jamaica. Cancun, Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas. Now hinng
campus reps Earn 2 free trips.
Free meals book by Nov 2nd Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Services Offered

«1 SPRING BREAK 2001 - Mexico.
Jamaica, Florida & S Padre Reliable TWA flights Biggest panies &
Best prices Book by Oct 1 Receive
FREE 14 meals S 28 hrs of parties1
1 800 SURFS UPwww slurtenlaxpress
"Attention"
Student teachers teaching
Spring 20001:
Get your required PPD
ITI skin test) at the
Student Health Service
Cost is $8.00 (bursaraWe)
Last names starting with A-l
Tues. Sept. 26, 5-6:30pm
Last names starting with J-R
Mon.Oct 9. 56:30pm
Last names starting with S-Z
Tues. Oct 24, 5-6:30pm

Cygnet Auto Body
Body repair, engine work, brakes &
exhaust M-F, 9-5, Sat 9-12
655-2202
HAVE TRUCK-WILL HELP/
Moving. Hauling |unk, whatever.
Call 353-0561.
Tutonng-any subject & do typing lor
term papers 352-6233, ask for
Steve

MELONFEST 1
SEPTEMBER 30TH
OVER 50 GIRLS FROM Ml &
OH COMPETE TO GIVE YOU
THE BEST COUCH DANCE!

No Experience
Necessary

ADULT NOVELTIES & TOYS, MASSAGE
OILS. GELS. LINGERIE, DANCE WEAR,
SHOES, BOOTS, MEN'S SEXY WEAR,
LEATHER ACCESSORIES & MOST
CURRENT MAGAZINE ISSUES.

HOTTEST
EVEHT OF THE
YEAR!

All Majors Welcome

PRE MELONFEST
GAMES!

Production • Sales
• News Anchoring

ADULT VIDEOS 6 DVD'S I
TO RENT OR BUY!

SEPTEMBER 17TH-29TH

Thursday Sept. 21
from 7-9pm

RESTRICTIONS MAY APPIY CXP 9'JO'OO BC

COLLEGE ID NIGHT
EVERY SUNDAY
NEW BYOB LOUNGE

121 West Hall

25% OFF WITH
THIS COUPON

For more information:
372-2354 or wjeremy@bgnet.bgsu.edu

EXCLUDING MAGAZINES 1 SALE HEMS. BG
1

USE 0UH SEPARATE ENTRANCE
135 S BYRNE RU TOLEDO MMM79 WWW DEJAVU COM

Chris Palmer.

with him, I came to the conclu-

Travel

BE A NEWSCASTER!

YOUR BACHELOR 6
BACHELORETTE GIFT|
HEADQUARTERS!

pursuit of playing." said coach

"After several conversations

11.

Bowling Green Radio News

tittti

Browns.

OPEN TIL 4AM
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
135 S BYRNE RD TOLEDO 531-0079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM

Special Display Personals

Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are.
[Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise someone on their Birthday!

Great job in St. Louis!

biiii

Congratulations

IT?
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

1x3 = $15.00
2x2 = $20.00
with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

H
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information. l£/^

IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

I

(Actual Size)

JL3VJT

NEWS

1
Great job at
Dance flarathon!
,' Now you can rest!
Love,
the Gang at Apt 2B

Happy 20th BDay

ROB!
loue,
Elizabeth

S\ 99 150 Ct. Halloween Net Lights
▼
4'x6' Available in orange and purple
No 75457 Reg 9 99.

7Q Westclox Gem Alarm Clock
No.47370DI.

VISIT MEIJER'

Men's Fashion Branded Activewear
Sizes M-2X Any in s*ock Assorted styles to choose
from Reg 9 99 89 99

Double Coupons up to 50

—.

49 Misses' Chic Ribbed Turtlenecks
Sizes S-XL. Assorted colors.
Reg 14 99

INTER,

BOWLING GREEN You can get double coupon savings this week at Meiier Bring in your manufacturers' 50c
oil or less coupons and gel double the savings (not to include retailer, cigaretle/lobacco products. Meiier
Custom coupons, Iree or coupons exceeding the item value). You must purchase the products in sizes and
quantities specified Limit one coupon lor any particular item. Additional coupons tor identical items will be
ledeemed al lace value.
CHARGE ANYTHING IN THE STORE!

rt> Colri 1 Up 100 Photo Ri
* Album #
Gloss laminated paper 50 shee
100 4x6 photos 2 designs - red background with blue
fnanale and areen background with orange color dots

*1 24 Gillette Series Shave Gel, 7 ,
or Shave Cream, 9 OZ.

Bowling Green
1-75 (Exit 181) & E. Wooster
Prices good 6 a.m. Wednesday. September 20. thru
Saturday, September 23, 2000
at location listed

li

BG NEWS
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Personals

Personals

1 month unlimited tanning, $25
2 month unlimited tanning. $40
352-7889

Open Mic Nite
Wednesdays @ Brewsters
Sign-up start at 8.00, 353-6912
Music, comedy, stupid human tricks
Import SpecialGuiness. Sierra Nevada

HEY BO WOMEN...
Would you like to facilitate for the
Sexual Assault Network Program?
For more information, call 372-0470
or pick up an application at the
Wellness Connection.
170 Health Center
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COREC 4-P VOLLEYBALL-SEPT. 26.
M,W CROSS COUNTRY-SEPT. 27

'

_

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN...
To serve as facilitators for the
What Men Need to Know About
Rape Program! For more
information, call 372-0470 or pick up
an application in the
Wellness Connection,
170 Health Center

Adult hockey leagues now forming
15 min from BG 3 skill levels to
choose from (beginners, intermediate, advanced) Call Gary at 4252028.
Pregnant? Ge' Tested
Caring Professional Service.
Free Pregnancy Tests.
354-4673-BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted
1 rmte. wanted in 2 bdrm. apt. Own
room, new carpel, close to campus
Call lor mote inlo. 354-4372. Jessica

SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Senior Pictures are hare for this
week only! To schedule an appointment call 372-8634. Appointments
are available from 10am-6pm m 28
West Hall The S8 sitting fee can be
charged to the bursar.

2 male rmtes. wanted ASAP. 3 bedroom house, close to campus, lease
starling Sept -Aug. For more information, call 354-6055. Ryan.
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.
Call 353-9440
Subleaser needed-female
352-6392 ASAP

Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weight issues &
normal eating Beginning Tuesday.
October 24 (run*; 8 weeks)
10 30am-i;':00pm
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by tie Counseling
Center and the
Student Health Center

Help Wanted

S FOR ODD JOBS; Basic carpentry
or plumbing skills also needed
Call 353-2301

WE NEED MEN!
To serve as facilitators for the
What Men Need to Know About
Rape Program. For more
inlotmalion. call 372-0470 or pick up
an applicant in the
Wellness Connection,
170 Health Center!
WFNEED WOMEN!"
To serve as facilitators for the
Sexual Assault Network Program.
For more information, please call
372-0470 or slop by the
Wellness Connection.
170 Health Center

Help Wanted

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
Part Time
Less than one block Irom Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
A Shift 7 00am - to 00am
B Shilt 10 15am - 1 15pm
C Shift. 1 30pm - 4 30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and gelling paid for 3'
354-8802

354-8703

S50 sign on bonus. Hiring pt. time
for days. Very flexible. Casey's.
1025 N. Main. 352-9113.
Bartenders needed. Days & weekends. Above average wage. Call
Larry at 353-7176 between 9 & 5.
Behavior Speclalitt-fuii-time. direct
care and supervision of seriously
emotionally disturbed children and
adolescents in an after school day
treatment program. Hours are from
1pm to 9pm Mon-Fn Knowledge of
behavioral principles and interventions preferred. Experience with children/adolescents important. Salary
range S18.500-S25.000. Send resume to CRC. P.O. Box 738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Caricature artists wanted for
fundraising party in Perrysburg. evening of Nov. 2, 2000 Please call
419-874-1958.
Female student needed to transport
2 kids from BG school & to provide
care in our house from 3:15-5:15, MF. Call 353-2929.
~~ FOOD SERVICE WORKERS
Wood County Nursing Horre currently has a part-time position available in our dietary Dept. The ideal
candidate will need to available to
work morning and afternoon shifts
In addition to a great starting wage,
part-time benefits include the following:
•Retirement program
'Paid Sick/Vacation Time
*10 Paid Holidays
"Free Meals/Free Unilorms
*S;i5 Attendance Incentives
"Weekend Differential ($1 more per
hour)
Please stop by and till out an application M-F from 9-5 For questions
call Claudia Molnar. Dietary Manag
er at (419) 353-8411
Wood County Nursing Home
11080E. Gypsy Lane Rd
9owlmg Green Ohio 43402
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn S1.000-S2.000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today' Contact Campusfundraiser com at (888)
923 3238 or visit
www .campusfundraiser com
Gymnastics instructors
Team-4 4 5 Tues 5-7. Thurs 5-8 &
Sat 11-1 Perrysburg Gymnastics
Center. 874 9383

FABULOUS
ARE YOU A FRIENDLY PERSON LOOKING
FOR A FAST AND FUN WORK ENVIRONMENT? IF YOU ARE, THEN PUT ON A
BULLSEYE AND COME WORK WITH US.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Hiring immediately 1:t. 2nd 4 3rd
shift. Full and part time available.
Commission and benefits available
upon hire. Apply within, BP Oil,
1670E. Wooster

J. Brown's Original Trotter's Tavern.
5131 Heatherdowns, Toledo, hiring
bartenders, waitstaff & kitchen help.
Apply in person or call tor more info.
419-381-2079 after 3:00 M-F, ask
for John. Judy or Jill Brown or Tanya.

" (Jars tor Sale '

Immediate pt. time pre school teacher needed. We're looking for energetic & reliable people who love to
work with young children. Morning &
afternoon hrs. avail. Early childhood
exp. pref. but will train. Send resume
to: Stay and Play Daycare & Pre
School, Inc.. 3120 S. Byrne. Toledo,
OH. 43614.
Juggling entertainers wanted lor
fundraising party in Perrysburg. evening of Nov. 2. 2000. Please call
419-874-1958.
Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
My 10 & 13 yr. olds need child care
while I attend conferences. 3727335
Needed-tutor for high school student
in chemistry, algebra II and trigonometry. Call 354-0180.
Occasional babysitter needed for
days only $7 OOmr Call Kate 3736502
Office cleaning evenings
10-12 hrs. wk. Own transp. required
Call 352-5822
Own a computer''
Put it to work!
S25-S75 PT/FT
www.alternative-work.org
888-595-9049
Part or full-time sorters or cleaners.
$7 50 hr Walking distance from
campus. Apply in person at 441 Pike
St
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posilion assisting persons with mental
i etardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting Part-time, and Sub positions available ranging fi m 29.5 to
74 5 hours biweekly. Saiary is
S7 55/hour for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $10 24,hour
based upon experience. Hign school
diploma or GED required: no experience necessary Positions available
m Bowling Green, Portage. Perrysburg, and Walbndgc areas Interested persons may obtain an application packet from Wood County
Board of MR DD 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd., Bowling Green. Enl. B.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-430pm.
EOE

i ;l k'i IX

At its Interactive Best!

Fitness instructors needed to instruct aerobics'kickboxing at off-site
corporate fitness center. Times vary,
pay $20-25/ctass. certification
(ACE/AFAA/YMCA) required. Immediate start. Please call Kelly, 419729-6331 at Riverside YMCA center
for Health Promotion.
Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible btneflts.
Will train 734-848-4379. Mon-Fri after 3pm.
PT seasonal help. Inspired by Nature, a natural pond and lake management company, is seeking service crew members. No exp. necessary, flex, hours Send resume to:
Inspired by Nature c/o Jodi Germann. 12494 Weston Rd. Weston.
OH 43569 No phone Ca is please
Stone Oak Country Club
867-8400
Hill & Centennial Rd.
(Just off Airport Hwy.)
We are accepting applications
for the following positions:
'Evening Host/Hostess
"Evening Waitstaff
'Evening Bussers
'Day Waitstaff
'Day Bussers
'Bartenders
Part time/Flex. Schedules
S6.00-S7.50 Starting wage
♦ tips where available.
Apply in person Tues. thru Sun.

We are looking for outgoing, enthusiastic people to work in a fun office
environment We offer:
Paid training
SSS bonuses
Health insurance
Company trip incentives
If you want the ability to write your
own paycheck call Ask for Tim at
474-8200

Apply In Person At Spring Meadows Plaza On
Airport Highway
1465 E. Mall Drive
Holland, OH 43528

CUSTOM STAFFING

(Cb -Rse 4-player Volleybi
•ntrles due Sept. 21

?^

•"' . /'Men's and Women's Cross
Country Meet entries due
Sept. 27

FITWELL CENTER

9387
Beautiful '92 Volvo 940 Most reliable & safe. Texas car. 95K, power
everything & sunroof. 352-1631.
Furniture for sale-TV stand, full-size
bed & kitchen table Must sell. Call
353-9527.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo, at 19,9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ext455B
Sony CFS-815 Radio-Cassette RecDual Power AC and batt Almost
new. S15. See photographer in 28
West Hall.

For Rent

1. c -:nd 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.

353-7715
One roommate needed Two bdrm
apt. located on top ol service barbershop Close to campus $212 50
rent . phone » cable Page (4401
270-2886

fMlfl.l.M'Hi

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

94 Tracker
Convertible hard lop..CD 4 wheel
drive great shape. $3300 call 352-

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source
.

45840

WednEsdAy„

163 S VAiNBOWUNG GREEN

Cable Channel 6

lwww.bgsu.edu/recsports

'89 Tempo, very reliable, low miles,
$1500 obo. 354-2315

trt*>piDAr...H<jppY

WE ARE CURRENTLY HIRING FOR
WEEKEND SHIFTS AT OUR LIMA FACTORY.
EARN BETWEEN $9 AND $12.50 PER
HOUR, WORKING 8 HOUR SHIFTS ON
SATURDAY AND/OR SUNDAY. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL US AT

FlNDLAY, OH

1997 Suzuki Maurader, new Harley
sounding exhausl. 1900 miles, very
clean. Must sell $5000 firm Call
352-1294, ask lor Chad.

HAppy WeDNf sday-MaPPY

WORKING WEEKENDS

TIFFIN AVE.

1992 Nissan truck, short bed
88.000 Excell. shape. AC, stereo,
$2500 obo. 352-0781.

Up to S15 hour plus bonus
352-3767

GREAT BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Competitive Pay
Flexible Hours
Insurance Avail. After 90 Days
Cross Company Discount

1648

1986 Chevy Nova
$200
352-4392

Telephone order clerks. 2 blocks
from campus Full & Pt time. Average earnings S8/hr. 2 shifts available 92 or 5-9 353-8705

EARN BIGm
1-800-268-7131

353-8810
Dean or Tom

Telephone interviewing. No sales
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere In Perrysburg. Up to $7.00
hour depending on skills. 874-9541.

Is Now Hiring For All Positions And All Shifts.

TARGET

From 1995.00 on up
Honda's. Toyota's, Nissans, etc

'0,,"«»ii..io»ii«i;e«""

INTERVIE

Fitwell Center Fall 2000 Hours
Monday 81 Wednesday:
2::0-5:30pm
flTWlLl

"Working at UPS is a great
opportunity. Plus you can have at
least $3,000 paid of your tuition per]
year!"

Tuesday 81 Thursday: \\c//
12:30-5:30pm
^w'
Concerned ebout your cholesterol?
Stop by the Fitwell Center and get your
cholesterol checked. This service is tree to Rec
Sports members lone screening per yearl.

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
SPORT CLUBS
Man'i Rugby versus Western Michigan
Saturday- September 23 at l;00pm
Collage Park Field
Man's Rugby versus Ohio State
Saturday, September 23 at 3:00pm
College Park Field

FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS
. Strength Training
Thursdays from October 5-October 26
Noon-1:00pm OR 5:30-6:30pm
Learn tha banafits of
strength training,
develop proper lifting
techniques and obtain
a personalized
workout plan
Coat: Members: $10; Non-members: $20
Participant Limit: 15

Sandusky River Canoe Trip
Date: Saturday. Sept. 23 |
Time: 9:30arn-4:00pm
Cost: 525 (students/
members); S30
non-members)
Registration
Deadline: Wednesday, Sept. 20 at noon
in the SRC main office
Call 2-2790 or bcavins@bgnet for
more information.
Backpacking Trip
Planning Workshop
Tonight at 8.00pm
Perry Field House Meeting Room
Cost is S5 (bursurahlet
Call 2 2790tortM1r-.<''

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January 3-9, 2001

2000 BGSU graduate promoted
to full-time HR' rep.

On-Campus this Wednesday 1-5
& Thursday I 1-4
Call Career Services at 372-9294 to schedule an interview
UP TO $23,000 FREE ASSISTANCE FOR COLLEGE!

Trip Includes:
6 nights lodging
4 out of 9 days lift tickets
airfare from Detroit
transportation to ski
resort
and much more

• $8.50-$9.50/hour
• Weekends & holidays off
• 3-1 /2 to 5 hour shifts
• FREE benefits
• UPS promotes from within

'purchase ihii trip and
receive a half-day
skiing free
Steamboat Ski Area, CO
For more info
about any of those
programs, please
call
372 2711

_^__^__

CALL TODAY!
I-419-891-6820
Or Visit www.upsiobs.com

EaiM Opportune Fmm^
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University builds bridges to help community
By Niki Sams
On Oct. 1, 2000, fraternities and
sororities from the University will
invade the city of Bowling Green.
The invasion, called Project
Building Bridges, was developed
over the summer by the
Interfratemity, National Pan-Hellenic
and Panhellenic Councils. The
project is designed to show the
University's concern with helping
mend the relationship between the
students and residents of Bowling
Green.
Building Bridges will be undoing
the damage done by intoxicated

students vandalizing private property on
their way to and from downtown. They
"...we want to help the
community and be a part
of it."
- Steve Swaggerty
IFC president

will also be helping the elderly, or anyone,
who needs assistance with yard work or
other tasks. Building Bridges' goal is to

be a part of the solution, rather than
the problem.
"We tend to lose sight of the
community while we are on campus
and we need to know the issues that
are out there," IFC president Steve
Swaggerty said, commenting on the
rising elderly population in Bowling
Green.
A project similar to this called Into
the Streets was implemented during
the early 1990s. Swaggerty and
Panhellenic president Nikki Smith

SIGMA

See "Building Bridges" on page 8

§M Sororities stress unity during recruitment
UPSILON

THKTA

KAPPA

"No Matter the Letter, We're All
Greek Together," seems to be the
latest campus buzz among new
students this year. It's that time of
year again when over 900 of BGSU's
Greek women unite with one
common goal: To give women a
chance to form new bonds of
friendship, stress the importance of
academics, and offer new members
the opportunities and the qualities
needed to become strong leaders.

This year's formal recruitment theme,
"No Matter the Letter, We're All Greek
Together," was created by members of the
Panhellenic Council and the individual
recruitment officers to emphasize the
unity that is shared among Greek
students.
"A lot of people don't recognize that
although we belong to different chapters,
we posses many of the same qualities and
views about the Greek system."

3C

Members of the AEA sorority welcome a
potential new member.

See "Sororities " on page 2
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Going Greek: From the eyes of the freshmen
New students offer their opinions on Creek life
By Nicole Valek
As a freshman, the start of college
means the start of a new life. It means
saying goodbye to old friends and
taking the next step to make new ones.
One path to take to engage in new
friendship is entering into the world
of Greek life.
According to some freshmen
students at BGSU, joining a fraternity
or sorority is a great way to meet new
people.
"From what I've heard, it is one
of the best ways to make friends and
to socialize," said Candi Lawrence,
freshman, early childhood major.
For new students, joining a
fraternity or sorority is probably one
of the easiest ways to meet people

jOfOfltlQS

with common interests.
The majority of fraternities and
sororities contribute to the school or
community in some way. They also
offer students experiences and
opportunities through events and
interaction with others.
"I really don't know a whole lot
about the Greek system, but from
what I've heard, fraternities are a
great way to meet people and the
intramural sports are a lot of fun," said
freshman Andy Saneholtz, major
undecided.
According to Kevin Schmidt,
freshman accounting major, "I'm
going through rush right now and it
is so awesome. I've met so many

people and they are so outgoing and
not stuck-up like a lot of people on
this campus."
Despite the positive reflections of
Greek life, fraternities and sororities
have received a bad reputation for
being conceited and cliquish.
"I've heard that sororities can be
a lot like high school," said Katie
Pringle, early childhood major. "If
you are in the right one, you are
considered popular and everyone
likes you, but if you choose to the
wrong one people will have a certain
impression about you and won't talk
to you."
Some freshman also have the
notion that by joining a fraternity or

sorority, you really aren't making
true friends.
"I kind of think of it as you are
trying to pay for your friends, and
that you can't really make them on
your own, so you have to buy
them," said Traci Schmieler,
freshman fashion design.
Although fraternities and
sororities aren't for everyone, they
are definitely worth checking out.
Mario Alvardo, freshman
undecided stated, "I have friends
both in and out of Greek life, so
personally I think if it works for
you, go for it."

Bateson's responsibilities
consisted of organizing, planning and
scheduling recruiting events, as well
as getting the Greek system's positive
image out to students. A dynamic
public relations campaign was
considered the key turnaround from
campaigns used in previous years.
For the first time ever, the
Panhellenic and Interfraternal
Councils, the two associations that
oversee Greek chapters, teamed up to
build a successful strategy that
emphasized the opportunities Greek
life has to offer.
"Working with IFC was a great
experience. It was nice to generate
so many ideas and stress Greek unity
as a whole, rather than within our
individual chapters," said Bateson.
Striving to incorporate fresh, new
ideas, this year's Panhellenic
recruitment team was faced with a
challenge. The closing of the

University Union introduced a
fear that one of the most exciting
events of recruitment. Bid Day,
would be canceled.
Bid Day, a day when potential
new members receive their
invitations to membership and are
welcomed by their sororities, has
always been held in the Union
ballroom. Everyone put their
heads together and decided to
hold Bid Day in Anderson Arena.
This year Bid Day will feature
live music, decorations, and open
arms ready to welcome the new
members.
As long as the Panhellenic
recruitment theme maintains the
attention of students on campus,
every Greek chapter is certain to
accomplish their common goal
and make this year's recruitment
a success.

continued from page 1

"Needless to say, we are more alike
than we are different," said Delta
Gamma recruitment chair, Darla Pete.
Formal recruitment began on
Saturday Sept. 16, with what is
known as first rounds. First rounds are
the most informal round of
recruitment, and the potential new
members visit every sorority chapter.
Philanthropy rounds are held the
following weekend. During the
philanthropy rounds the potential new
members spend time working on a
project that will benefit charity. Each
house selects its own charity to
represent.
Preference rounds conclude
recruitment on the Sunday of the final
weekend. The preference round offers
potential new members a more
serious and intimate look at the
sororities.
The process lasts a total of two

consecutive weekends.
Throughout the two weekend
recruitment process, potential new
members go through a selection
process to decide which houses they
will revisit. This process is facilitated
by the Rho Chis, recruitment
counselors, who are already members
of a sorority. The identity of each Rho
Chi's chapter is kept secret until the
conclusion of recruitment.
The recruitment process is targeted
primarily towards incoming
freshman, but is not limited to a
specific grade level.
One of the major differences
between last year and this year's
recruitment process deals a lot with
what has gone on behind the scenes.
Panhellenic vice president of
recruitment, Sarah Bateson, came into
her position with the intention of
adding as much as possible to the
overall process.
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Why does fall recruitment cause singing
and screaming girls?
It's 8:30 a.m. when you are woken up to the
sound of screaming women.
You were up late last night and you still aren't
used to the loud train that passes through Bowling
Green. Finally, you manage to roll over to peer
out the window. All the sorority women are
outside in their letters cheering. Even though you
are really tired, you can't help but wonder what
all of the commotion is about.
It's called recruitment and every year all of the
sororities work together to recruit new women.
It's one of the biggest events of the year and every
sorority prepares for months. It's a time for all of
the Greek women to show their spirit and to
encourage new women to join.
Much of the singing and screaming is a part of
the welcoming process. Many sororities greet
their potential members with songs. The songs
also help to keep the chapter members upbeat and
full of energy throughout the long recruitment
days.
"I am so excited to meet so many new women,"
explains Laura Lonsway, a member of Alpha Phi.
"It means a long and stressful couple of weeks,
but when Bid Day comes around it will all be
worth it!"
Bid Day, another song-filled event, is a
celebration for the women who complete the
recruitment process and will become new sorority
members. On Bid Day chapters engage in songs
and chants to show their pride and celebrate their
new members.
The Panhellenic community would like to
apologize for any hours of missed shut-eye. Please

Please send your questions about Greek life to:
The Gavel
210 West Hall
BGSU
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Fraternities recruit using old and new methods
By Nick Hum and Melissa Kimbler
Both the IFC (Interfraternal
Council) and the NPHC (National PanHellenic Council) have the tough task
ahead of them of recruiting a new class
of men to keep the Greek system going.
The recruitment process for males
is traditionally more informal than the
women's process.
"We don't recruit as a council. Each

"We don't disclose too much about
individual chapter has its won
informational dates," explains NPHC the chapter so pledging offers an
entrance to a society filled with pride.
president Paul Williams.
Men are notified about the It's more of a discovery."
This year, the IFC has added an
informational dates by signs that are
additional recruitment option for males
hung throughout the campus.
The benefit to an informal on campus.
The IFC set up a recreuitment staff
recruitment, says Williams, is that
pledging is a "more exciting" process . to help interested men become Greek.
With the recruitment staff,
a student fills out a registration
form. The male is then taken
through the recruitment
process with the help of an IFC
member.
Steve Swaggerty, IFC
president, says the system is in
the beginning stages, but over
time it will be a positive

Welcome Back!
Stop by

;GREEK MARTN

compliment to recruitment.
According to Swaggerty, 10 men
showed up for the first night of the new
recruitment process.
Aaron Helton, a freshman, used the
new recruitment system.
"I went around with the recruitment
staff, but there weren't a lot of people
with us. I probably would have been
better off going alone.," he said.
"The system has shown signs of
growth," Swaggerty says. "When we
started it we didn't know what to
expect. Right now we're trying to fine
tune things."
Men who are interested in joining a
fraternity should look for signs on
campus or call the IFC office.
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Meet Dr. Jeff Waple, Director of Greek life
By Melissa Kimbler

Dr. Jeff Waple,
Director of
Greek Life
Greek Experience:
* Member of Sigma Tau Nu
fraternity
* President of IFC for two yeas
* Greek advisor at EMU
* Director of Greek life at ISU
* Assistant to VP of student life at
ISU
Fun Fact:
Born in Wood County Hospital

On July 5 of this year, Dr. Jeff Waple
unpacked his things in Room 440 of
Saddlemire and began his first day as
the director of Greek life at Bowling
Green State University.
Waple is responsible for "operating,
supervising, and directing the Greek
community."
Waple, who has nearly 12 years of
Greek experience, believes that BGSU
has all of the necessary elements for a
strong Greek community. With the
help of students, Waple intends to bring
them together.
Already, he has set very clear goals
for BGSU's Greek family.
The recruitment process is one of
the areas that Waple would like to
modify the most. "We need to have
recruitment efforts going 365 days a
year," Waple says.
Waple has urged Greek members to
consider that everything they do "sends
a message. Each chapter reflects on the
entire Greek community," he says.

Waple plans to provide resources for
chapter development. He would like
to offer financial support for workshops
and chapter improvement activities.
By the end of the year, Waple would
also like to have all of Bowling Green's
Greek organizations housed on
campus. 30 of the 38 organizations
currently reside on campus.
Waple would like to see house
directors take a more active role in
chapter life. Chapter involvement has
always been required of house
directors, he says, but has been poorly
monitored in the past.
Monitoring the successes and
problems that the Greek community
encounters will be easier under
Waple's administration. Each division
of Greek affairs now has a designated
coordinator. Waple oversees all of the
Greek coordinators.
The division, says Waple, will
provide each chapter with more access
to counseling and advice.

According to Waple, BGSU has the
largest staff in the nation dedicated to
Greek life.
Administration, however, will not
be making all of the decisions. Waple
believes that "People support what they
help to create," and has vowed to
"never make a decision that effects
students without asking students."
To facilitate student participation,
Waple is creating committees for
students who would like to help or offer
their opinions about changes being
made in Greek life. Waple is currently
forming four committees to discuss
Greek strategic planning, the future of
Greek housing, Greek marketing, and
chapter standards.
"1 really love to meet students and
talk with students. My door is open 95
percent of the time," he says.
The Waple family is expecting a new
arrival Oct. 1.
Congratulations from The Gavel!

Delta Zetas find home on campus
Less than a year after being reinstated, the Delta Zeta sorority finds housing on campus
By Nick Hurm
It was only last year that Delta Zeta
was re-established as as a sorority at
Bowling Green. Now, members of the
sorority hope to claim a permanent
spot in Bowling Green's Greek system.
Delta Zeta took a big step in doing
so this year by establishing the
sorority's first house on campus. It is
located in the former Conklin girls
house in Conklin East.
Rachel Fogel, president of Delta
Zeta, said that things have come a long
way for the BG chapter. Fogle had one
main goal for this year - to receive a
house for the chapter.
Gradual gains in membership and
campus involvement helped to

accomplish the Delta Zeta's task.
Bud Beaty, the director of residence
life helped the chapter get the house.
He told Fogle, "get the house filled."
Fogle and other founding members did
just that.
The Delta Zeta's quickly went from
32 members to the 41 members they
required to fill a house on campus. The
chapter currently has 46 members.
"It was hard," Fogle said about
getting the house. "But we had a lot
of people pulling for us. Since we had
done so well with recruitment they (the
Office of Residence Life) went ahead
and gave us the house."
It was only two years ago that the

Delta Zetas suffered dangerously low
recruitment and the Delta Zeta chapter

"// was hard, but we had
a lot of people pulling
for us."
Rachel Fogle
Delta Zeta president

of Bowling Green was closed.
Three national executives of Delta

Zeta came to BG to help get the chapter
relaunched. Fogle became the first
issued member of the new. Gamma
Tau chapter of Delta Zeta.
Only a sophomore, Fogle is the
youngest Greek president on campus.
"The biggest struggle is just having
everything kind of thrown at us
because we really don't know how a
sorority works," Fogle said. "Basically
the big thing right now is figuring how
one position affects another. But we
stay very involved."
Delta Zeta has other sister chapters
in Ohio, including the original that was
started at Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio.

The
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Bid Day
PH Open recruitment
NPHC mtg.
FC mtg.
Alpha Sig Phi mud volleyball

9:15 Anderson Arena
9:15 BA 1008
9:15 BA 113

October
I
3
8
9
19

11
12
17
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22
23
24
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,

Building Bridges
Alpha Om Pi Bathtub Races
Pi Beta Phi Mud Tug
IFC mtg.
PH mtg.
Alpha Phi Broomball
Greek Gala
Zeta Phi Beta candy sale
Phi Beta Sigma Proj. Sleep
Zeta Phi Beta candy sale
Phi Beta Sigma Proj. Sleep
FC mtg.
NPHC mtg.
PHmtg.
Zeta Phi Beta candy sale
Phi Beta Sigma Proj. Sleep
Leadership Series
■
Zeta Phi Beta candy sale
Phi Beta Sigma Prop SJMp J '
Phi Betca Sigma Sleep Out
PH mtg.
Delta Sigma Theta Love auction
Phi Mu Pancake Bkfst.
Alpha Xi Delta football
Delta Sigma Theta Care
DFCratg.9:15
NPHC mtg. 9:15
Delta Sigma Theta Wellness
workshop
The Gavel Comes out!

11:30
2:00 SRC Fieklhouse
9:15 BA 113
9:15 BA 111
11:00 ice arena
ED steps
10-4 OLS lobby
Ed steps
10-4 OLS lobby
9:15 BA 113
9:15 B A 1008
9:15 BA 110
Ed steps
10-4 OLS lobby
9:15
ED steps
10-^OLS lobby
ED steps
9:15 BA 110
8:00 Saddlemire
10-2 St. Thomas Moore
2-5 Fieldhouse
BA113
BA1008
6:30 BA 1114

deadline to sign up is 9/29
contact Nicole or Julie at 353-4068

deadline to sign up 10/02

contact PH for info
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Political columnist to speak at Bowling Green
fly Nicole Valek
Molly Ivins, the three-time
Pulitzer Prize finalist, best-selling
author and syndicated political
columnist for the Fort Worth StarTelegram is this year's Currier
Endowed Speaker in Journalism at
Bowling Green State University.
Ivins says politics is great
entertainment and will offer her views
on this year's presidential elections
during her address at 7:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, September 26, in 101A
OlscampHall. The title of the speech
is "Molly Ivins Can't Say That Can
She?"
The address is free and open to the
public.
Her newest release, "Shrub: The
Short But Happy Political Life of

George W. Bush"
gives an analysis of
the record of a man
who could become
the leader of the
United States.
She is also the
author of three
books, "Molly
Ivins Can't Say
That Can She?,"
"Nothin'But Good
Times Ahead," and
"You Got to Dance
with Them What
Brung
You:
Politics in the
Clinton Years," all
collections of

Mary Ivins will speak Tuesday
in Olscamp 101 A.

essays on politics
and journalism.
Ivins was a
reporter for the
Houston
Chronicle, the
New York Times,
The Star Tribune in
Minneapolis and a
columnist for the
Dallas
Times
Herald.
Ivins was the
coeditor of the
liberal monthly
Texas Observer
and has published
in
Esquire,
Atlantic,
The

Nation, Harper's, The Progressive,
Mother Jones, TV Guide and many
other publications. She has also
appeared on 60 Minutes, National
Public Radio and the NewsHour with
Jim Lehrer.
The lecture series is sponsored by
the Department of Journalism at
BGSU and funded through the
Florence and Jesse Currier
Endowment.
Jesse Currier established the
department of journalism in 1941 and
directed it for 27 years. His wife,
Florence Currier, was dean of women
and founded the Bowling Green
chapter of the Association of Women
Students and Cap and Gown, a senior
women's honor society.

Volunteer openings at COSI

The MTV Video Music Awards

By Elaine Downard

...an erin norman point of view...

Attention students! Are you
looking for something new and fun
to fulfill your community service
needs? Try COSI.
COSI, the Center of Science and
Industry, is just a short trip on 1-75
north to downtown Toledo. Even
though it is a science museum, no
previous Science knowledge is
required to volunteer. COSI teaches
ttte volunteers what they need to
know, so anyone with any kind of
talent can be a valuable help.
"You can experience so many
different things at COSI because they
can choose where and how they help
in ways that work for them. That
means if you like acting, engineering,
sports, biology, psychology or even
just playing with kids, COSI is the
place for you.
"It's great to see smiling children
experience new things that make
science fun!" said Steph Ellis, a Water

Works volunteer.
COSI especially needs help
during Sept. 25-29 for their Little
Scientists Week. This is a special
program held for pre-school and
kindergarten kids all week long from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.. This year kids will
be learning all about six-legged
creatures through stories, songs,
puppet shows, crafts and hands-on
demonstrations.
Another upcoming event is
National Earth Sciences Week, Oct.
9-13. Activities for the week will
include programs about weather,
recycling and other environmental
concepts.
COSI does not just need
volunteers for special events though.
The museum is open 10 to 5 Monday
through Saturday, and noon to 5 on
Sundays. Occasionally, COSI is open
for after hours events as well.

By Erin V. Norman
The much-anticipated MTV
Video Music Awards took place at
Radio City Music Hall on September
8. MTV once again produced a starpacked show with little clothing and
lots of entertaining acts.
The emcees this year were the
Wayans brothers, Shawn and Marlon.
The Wayans tried to follow in Chris
Rock's footsteps, butjust seemed to
lack Rock's boyish charm. The
Wayans did offer us one funny piece
involving Macy Gray (who, by the
way, was on something) and her
"bush."
Eminem and NSync were the big
winners of the night, both walking
away with three awards. Eminem
was a little forgetful, leaving his
acceptance speech at home. Luckily
though, he did remember his "pills"
and to shake Carson Dailey's hand.
Surprisingly, there were many
teen pop sensations that walked away

empty-handed, such as Britney
Spears and Christina Aguelera.
And speaking of Britney Spears, I
honestly have to say that she looked
good in her thong ensemble.
However, I do think that her striptease
performance was too much for her
preleen following to witness.
Despite Britney's (and many
others') outrageous attire, the
inventor of Napster, teen genius
Shawn Fanning, wins my vote for
best dressed. Fanning made his
appearance on the VMA dressed in
an old school Metallica tee shirt.
Metallica's drummer Lars Ulrich
seemed quite impressed. 1 say give the
kid a break. I mean, come on,
everyone loves free stuff!
Overall, I found the awards to be
very entertaining and well produced.
In the future would like to see less lip
sinking and more clothes (Sorry
boys!).
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"Building a Continued from page 1 College of
wanted (o continue the ideas of Into the Streets. Together,
they created Building Bridges.
"Most people think that (Greeks) don't do anything to
help or we only do what we have to do," stated Smith.
"This project shows that we want to help the community
and be a part of it."
Project Building Bridges is also meant to demonstrate
what philanthropy and Greek life is really about, and erase
the negative image that the Bowling Green community
may have.
Senior Molly Lautzenheiser, marketing major, believes
that "the community provides so much for us, and this is a
great opportunity to give something back."
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Career
influences
By Melissa Kimbler

A girl walks by. The back of her shirt
shows two people, a mother and a daughter.
It says, 'There is no greater influence than
that of a mother's."
The College of Arts and Sciences will hold their
Is this true? Does our family have any
first Forum luncheon of the 2000-01 school year
weight
in the decisions that we make?
this month.
When it comes to careers, 34 percent of
Dr. Martin Prochazka will be this year's
Bowling Green State University students that
inaugural speaker. Dr. Prochaska is a docent of
participated in a paper survey said their
English and chair of the English department at
parents had influenced their decision.
Charles University, one of the oldest universities
Among the colleges at BGSU, the
in the Czech Republic.
numbers
varied. Parental influence was felt
Prochaska, a native of Prague, will address the
the most by students in the college of Health
social conflict, political unrest, and consequences
and Human Services, and the least in the
of the Velvet Revolution as he witnessed them.
college
of Musical Arts.
Based on his experiences, Prochaska will open the
Parental
influence on career decisions can
forum series with a discussion on the changes
come
in
many
forms. Some students are
brought about to the humanities, his university and
introduced to their potential careers by their
country as a result of the Velvet Revolution.
parents. 38 percent of the people surveyed
The program will begin at 12:30 on Tuesday,
responded that they are pursuing the
September 26 in Room 1104 of Offenhauer West.
professions that their parents or a family
Individuals, groups and students are all
member currently occupies.
welcome to attend this lecture free of charge.
Some students are just the opposite.
Lunch will be catered and served at noon for
Bridgette Winslow, an advisor for undecided
$5.75. Reservations must be made by September
undergraduate students, serves as one
21 by calling 372-2340.
example. "Both of my parents were teachers.
Any missed or cancelled reservations will be
From observing the work they did, the
billed to your bursar account.
stresses they encountered, and the
compensation they received, I knew I
did not want to be a teacher. I still ended
up working in education, but I knew my
place was not in the classroom.
Instead," she said, "I took what aspects
I liked about education and paved my
30% OFF
own path."
ON
Matthew Webb, associate director
GREEK GOODS!!
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Career counselors give advice for finding the perfect fit
By Melissa Kimbler
College of Health and Human
Services, tells students that "You have
to do what you want to do, what's
going to make you happy, because
you're going to be doing it for the rest
of your life."
So, how do students make such a
decision?
According to Marian Adomakoh,
the Assistant Director of Student
Services, "The first important thing
to look at is "Who am I?"
The Career Decision Guide,
available in the Career Resource
Center, suggests that students learn
about
themselves
"by
exploring...interests, skills, and
abilities, clarifying values and setting
goals," and then evaluate this
information by relating it to majors
and occupational possibilities.
To aid this process, the Guide

" You have to do what you
want to do, what's going
to make you happy,
because you're going to
be doing it for the rest of
your life."
- Matthew Webb
This fall. Bowling Green State
University welcomed over 3,300 new
freshmen. More than 800 of these
students (25 percent) entered without
a major or career plan, according to
William Knight, director of
institutional research at Bowling
Green State University.
Within a short span of time, these
students will be forced to commit to
a major.
Matthew Webb, associate director

contains personality quizzes that
determine individuals' interests,
abilities, skills, and values. A listing
of professions and majors that relate
to your personal results is also
provided.
Adomakoh reminds students
to consider what kind of working
environment they would prefer.
"We all have values, (they) come
into play a lot in our lives. Career
decision is a life decision, so your
values should also play into that."
Once a student has determined
what his or her passion is, Adomakoh
asks them, "Of all these things that I
like to do, which would I want to do
for 40 hours a week and get paid for
it?"
"Don't remember that you are
going to do it for 40 years, but when
you look at the near future, is this

something that I would do for 40
hours and get paid for?"
Adomakoh encourages students to
read about potential careers and speak
with people who have positions in
their prospective fields. This gives
them the opportunity to "run into
things they might not think about."
Once you know these things, the
process is much like buying jeans,
Adomakoh says.
"You have in your mind the brand
you want, the style, the color,
everything...and most important, your
size."
"The (career) you pick is based on
those things you know about you
because it's going to fit."
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A letter from the President...
IFC President,Steve Swaggerty, asks a favor
"Remember what I said about
finding a meaningful life? I
wrote it down, but now I can
recite it: Devote yourself to
loving others, devote yourself to
your community around you,
and devote yourself to creating
something that gives you
purpose and meaning."
- Morrie Schwartz
An excerpt from "Tuesdays with
Morrie "
On Oct. 1, 2000, the Greek men
and women of our campus
community will be completing
Project Building Bridges in the
Bowling Green community. This
project was designed to help solve
two problems: first, intoxicated
students damaging private property
on the way home from the downtown
area; and second, to assist the elderly
population with tasks around the
house they may need help with.
No, I am not coming to you in
order to promote Greek Life. Rather,
I am writing to bring awareness to a
social issue that has barely begun to
show itself to out society and by the
time it is in full view, it will be our
generation that will be charged with
solving it. So, what better time to start
then now? The fact is, the elderly
population is growing rapidly in our
society. The time is now to begin
educating our generation as to our
responsibilities as the young and the
able.
What social responsibility? Why
do I owe anything to these people I
barely know? I will tell you why.
First, today's elderly grew up in
poverty beyond our wildest
imagination during the Great
Depression. We cannot begin to
imagine how fortunate we are to have

Sept. 20,2000
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been raised well enough to be able to
attend an outstanding four-year
university. Second, they fought and
died for our country in World War II.
They, most of them younger than we
are, were shipped off to foreign lands
to fight the fiercest of militant racists
ever. If you have not heard, they won.
That's why I am writing to you in
English and not German of Japanese.
Finally, they returned to this country
to rebuild our economy, culture and
infrastructure. They founded causes
such as Little League and Boy Scouts.
What I am saying is that these
people fought for and built our nation
as we know it. Is it not lime to return
this favor?
As this generation grows in age,
they will need help doing the tasks
we do on a daily basis and do not think
twice about. Moving furniture, raking
leaves, cleaning gutters and grocery
shopping are all things we do or will
be doing soon that have become a
struggle for our elderly. Even more
than physical labor, our elderly will
need companionship. Have you ever
seen the glimmer in an old woman's
eye when you and your fraternity
brothers play BINGO at the local
nursing home?
This is where we fit in. Should
we not play our part and offer our
assistance? Project Building Bridges
is only a start. The "baby boomer"
generation, yes our parents, will soon
need our assistance as well. This may
not seem like a big deal, but this is a
significant portion of our population.
They have given us all we have; it is
time to try and return the favor. Get
in touch with your local senior center,
local nursing home, or even a
neighbor that could use some help or
even a friend.
It took Morrie a lifetime to
understand life's lesson of giving
yourself. Don't wait a lifetime.
Steven A. Swaggerty.

BGSU
Campus Fest
2000
On Friday, September 8
the Bowling Green State
University campus turned
into a picnic arid play area
from noon until 11 p.m.
The all-campus picninc,
called Campus Fest, was
formally a Greek tradition.
This year, the Greek
community collaborated
with UAO, RSA and USG
to provide a day of food
and fun for the entire
University.

The day

featured a free lunch, live
performances, a dunking
booth and games.
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Rho Chis make Panhellenic
recruitment possible
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Bowling Green's Most Complete
Dining and Entertainment
Establishment
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By Melissa Kimbler

For many women, the most
memorable
thing
about
recruitment will be the Rho Chis.
A Rho Chi is a recruitment
counselor.
There are 32
recruitment counselors who work
together in teams of two in order
to guide the potential new
members.
Each team of Rho Chis is
randomly assigned a recruitment
group of approximately 20 women.
The Rho Chis take their
recruitment group to all 14 of the
University's sororities during first
rounds. The counselors stay with
the women to answer questions
and help them through the process.
The Rho Chis will also deliver bids
to the women on Bid Day. A bid is
an invitation to join a sorority.
"My job is to guide the potential
new members and help to them
find a place where they belong,"
says Rho Chi Sarah.
The identity and Greek
affiliation of the Rho Chis is kept
a secret from the women going
through recruitment. To ensure
that potential new members don't
know what sorority their
counselors are from, the Rho Chis
are forced to de-affiliate from their
chapters in April. From that point
on, Rho Chis are forbidden from
wearing their letters or talking with
their chapters about the sorority.
In the past, Rho Chis were not
allowed to live in their houses
during recruitment and had to stay
in the University Union.
"The hardest part is not
slipping," says Rho Chi Sarah.
The Rho Chis have to take the
women to visit their own chapters.

Rho Chi Sarah said, "It's funny,
trying to keep a straight face."
Rho Chis also spend time with
the women outside of recruitment.
Open 7 Days a week
For example, Rho Chi Sarah and
her recruitment group ate dinner
FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES FOR FUN PEOPLE
together.
'The best part is getting to
Downstairs
know these girls and see how
Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers to dinners!
excited and nervous they are before
each party. It's so rewarding • 45 Sandwiches • 90 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups • Fondue
• Spareribs • Steak • Chops • Seafood • Desserts
because they ask you questions,"
she said.
Upstairs
Rho Chis are selected each
Live Entertainment
spring. They must complete an
• Darts • Big Screen TV • Video Games • Pool
application and an interview
Diners Club
process. They have three weeks
353-0988
Carte Blanc
of training in the spring and three 104 S. Main Street
more in the fall before recruitment
begins.
"We had retreats and got to
know one another," said Rho Chi
Sarah. "It's like we're our own
sorority."
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Welcome Back!
Join The Newlove Family!
• Undergraduate Housing!
• Graduate Gr Professional Housing!
'No Parental Guarentee Needed!
•Professional Management Team!
»Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
Stop by our office in Novemer for a copy of our 2001-2002
Housing Guide and we willl go through the brochure with you to
find you the ideal home!
NEWLOVE RENTALS

Many Rho Chis made
signs for their women.

332 S MAIN ST. (our only office)
352 5620
www.newloverealty.com
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Panhellenic ABCs
A look at the Panhellenic Council
By Elaine Downard
Tuesday, 9:15 p.m.
Women from every chapter
at Bowling Green State
University congregate in the
Administration Building to
decide the fate of the
Panhellenic system at this
university.
Well, the Panhellenic
Council meetings are not quite
that dramatic but the
Panhellenic Council does serve
many important functions.
They are the governing body
for BGSU's sororities, making
sure that chapters are following
the rules, getting opportunities,
having their disputes settled and
being provided with a sense of

Greek and campus-wide
community.
In a sense, the Panhellenic
Council equals leadership.
The council tries to guide
people and chapters in the right
directions, provide motivation,
generate new ideas and help to
aid the sorority system in
constant growth.
For those chapter members
who attend a Panhellenic
meeting, it provides a bigger
picture, more opportunities,
contacts and a chance to see first
hand what the council does in
their meetings.
Often Panhellenic meetings
will include speakers on topics

ranging form women's issues, to
fundraising, to campus and
Greek issues. Panhellenic
meetings may also include a
discussion of items that are
beneficial to one or all of the
chapters and the donation of
funds to charities.
"The Panhellenic
community at Bowling Green
State University is held in high
regards among other colleges in
North West Ohio," stated Nikki
Smith, president of the
Panhellenic Council.
"(The) diversity between
sororities accounts for the
strength and effectiveness of the
Panhellenic purpose," she said.

The Panhellenic Council:
First Row: Danielli, Kelley,
Grace, Nikki.
Second Row: Stacy, Sarah,
Janelle, Alii, Melissa,

University Bookstore
Conveniently Located on Campus

BGSU Souvenirs
BGSU Shirts & Sweatshirts
New & Used Textbooks
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Seniors Order Your
• Cap and Gown
• Announcements

Mon - Thurs: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Open Saturdays: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

• Greeting Cards
• Art & School Supplies
• Gifts

harge
Phone: 372-2851
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